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Musk or nodding thistles Carduus nutans growing at the foot of a remnant stone wall in greenspace.
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PREFACE
People who come to appreciate the wonders and complexity of life on earth and how that can be observed,
enjoyed and studied, even at the most local level of a small patch of greenspace, become passionate about
nature and caring for it. I have often said that nature conservation, like charity, begins at home: it is through
protecting, creating and appreciating even tiny areas of wildlife habitat that we can preserve and enhance a
connected patchwork of semi-natural habitats where wildlife can continue to thrive in a country so pressurised
by Homo sapiens. This is vital not only for our joie de vivre but also for our very survival at a time when the
loss of Natural Capital, typified by the new Anthropocene era is so rapidly delivering species extinctions and
the reduction in the biological abundance that those of us of my generation knew in their youth.
By “greenspace” in this book, I mean those parcels of open land within and next to our settlements: a village
green, a roadside hedge or bank, or an urban park and especially the increasing number of patches of open
space that are provided within residential developments for amenity and wildlife. Usually these will be inland
and those fortunate to be on the coast or along an estuary will be able to see a very different range of fauna
and flora to that I have mentioned. There is a complex web of planning policies, green infrastructure strategies
and recommended landscape design behind what appears on the ground but that is not my subject here. I have
tried to write about the wealth of extraordinary, fascinating, beautiful and complex wildlife that makes such
places their home. If it inspires you to study, photograph, paint, observe or otherwise appreciate and want to
protect it, then I have achieved my aim.
We live in a rapidly urbanising world. Land is swallowed up to accommodate our growing human population at
a bewildering rate, with worries of pollution, climate change, overcrowding, habitat fragmentation and loss
of species that are, frankly, daunting. Whilst I do not want to belittle such issues in any way — finding solutions
to them is indeed critical to our survival — I want to step outside such worries for a short time and present a
relaxing treat of nature for those who may not be aware of the beauty and fascination of even the most
seemingly uninspiring fragment of landscape.
The Royal Horticultural Society, no less, have an interesting initiative called Greening Grey Britain which
lists greenspace benefits I cannot better, although I have changed the order slightly:
x A source of habitats for wildlife;
x Improved physical and mental health and wellbeing;
x Storm water mitigation which helps to reduce flooding;
x Improved air quality;
x Improved air cooling;
x Insulation of buildings by vegetation.
Step with me, then, through a buzzing, colour-flashing, interconnected busy world of nature where birth,
growth, sex, eating, pooing, resting, dying, decay and regeneration, all of life’s tapestry in fact, can be seen
a few metres from your door. Most smart phones can act as magnifiers and recorders and of course have builtin cameras. t’s probably all you need much of the time. A little more equipment will be helpful when you are
out on more intensive exploration — boots and suitable clothes of course, plus binoculars, a x10 hand lens and
a simple microscope if you can run to that, a high resolution digital camera, perhaps a tape recorder for bird
song and taking notes. It depends a bit on the capabilities of your smart phone.
I am the first to admit that the content of this book is eclectic. I have tried but essentially failed to set it all
in something approaching a logical framework; the topics I have chosen and the natural history I describe are
what strike me as interesting and important in observing and enjoying greenspace. They are only a taster for
what there is to explore on your doorstep. If I have omitted things you wanted to know about or your favourite
plants and animals, I can only apologise. You can always ask a question through our web site and we will do
our best to answer.
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KEEP SAFE

You should always be aware of your own safety and that of others. The countryside and green spaces are
generally safe in Britain, but they are not without risk.
Please follow the countryside code. Its main principles include:
x Respecting other people;
x Considering the local community and others enjoying the outdoors;
x Leaving gates and property as you find them and following paths unless wider access is available;
x Protecting the natural environment;
x Leaving no trace of your visit and taking your litter home;
x Keeping dogs and cats (which should always have bells) under effective control;
x Always cleaning up after your dog and disposing of faeces hygienically — dog fouling is a crime under
the Clean Neighbourhoods and Environment Act 2005 (please don’t leave plastic bags of faeces on
trees or anywhere else!);
x Enjoying the outdoors by planning ahead and being prepared;
x Following advisory notices and local signs.
Without obsessing about it, be aware of poisonous plants & fungi, blue-green algae, tetanus, dangerous
animals, insects that bite & sting, and know the risks of cat & dog faeces & urine. It’s sensible to be informed
about diseases carried by animals — these are called zoonoses and include Lyme & Weil’s Diseases. Also, please
wear suitable footwear and clothing, check your mobile phone’s signal and battery and keep it with you, and
make sure someone responsible knows where you are and when you will return. Always supervise children and
take particular care near water.

LOVE NATURE  FOLLOW COUNTRYSIDE AND OPEN SPACE CODES PUBLISHED BY THE AUTHORITIES
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CHAPTER 1: A NETWORK OF HABITATS
“The wild is where you find it, not in some distant world relegated to a nostalgic past or an idealized
future.”
(Renée Askins)
Wildlife generally needs to be able to move to hunt, look for mates, forage, breed and colonise other
areas, so the places where we build our towns, cities, industrial sites, business parks and intensive
farms can present a challenge when habitat and dispersal routes are removed. It is not so much of a
problem for species that disperse by spores or wind-blown seeds, or for those that fly or are small
enough to be carried on air currents, but larger ground-based ones have to use other strategies,
hooked seeds hitching a ride on birds, dogs or cats (or on us), an ability to climb vertical structures
or wriggle through seemingly impossible nooks and crannies, or producing tasty berries to be eaten
and later deposited after passing unscathed through a digestive tract at a remote location.
These dispersal mechanisms explain how even a small fragment of land in the middle of a town is
colonised by plants and mobile animals surprisingly quickly. Species that need movement corridors
can be helped by careful planning and town planners have become increasingly aware of needing to
persuade developers to create ecological connectivity with green wedges from the countryside into
towns as well as green corridors and “stepping-stone” habitats. Green roofs and walls, planters and
window boxes all help to create a green patchwork of habitats across our townscapes.

An illustrative example of a modern housing development that combines residential units with a lighter -touch environmental
footprint by including features to protect and enhance biodiversity and ecological connectivity. Note the range of aquatic
and terrestrial species-rich habitats.

When looking at or walking around greenspace, it is helpful to have an idea of how nature works. We
hear much about ecological systems (ecosystems) and biological diversity (biodiversity). These topics
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are important and useful to keep in mind. An ecosystem is all the plants and animals in a defined
area, which can be a planet or a puddle, plus all the inanimate elements with which they interact,
plus the processes of life — eating, preying, being preyed upon, excreting, breeding, dying,
decomposing. Biodiversity is a related term used for all the variety of life. It includes the millions of
different species that live on Earth, the variation within those species and their genetics. It comprises
the multiplicity of ecosystems, as well as the communities and populations of species they contain
and how they interact between themselves and with their environment — the air, water, rocks and
soil. Obviously, biodiversity changes from place to place. A pavement is less biodiverse than a lawn
which is less biodiverse than a semi-natural native woodland. You can download a free leaflet called
Biodiversity Protection and Promotion in our Public Open Spaces which explains much more about
this from http://tinyurl.com/gwwaadk.
Species live in habitats and it is amazing how varied these latter are, even in our urban areas. More
extraordinary is how life can colonise even the most seemingly hostile of places. There are
sparrowhawks in our city centres preying on the pigeons that have made towns their home. To a
sparrowhawk, a tall building is a kind of cliff. At the other end of the scale, you can find a rich
community of plants and animals associated with a log in a playground.
So, what kind of habitats do we find in the patchwork of greenspaces of our towns and cities in Britain
and NW Europe? The answer is surprising: although these greenspaces cover a significantly smaller
area than the wider countryside, they are home to almost as many species and the types of
greenspace habitats are more varied than you might think. Although we do have gardens and
allotments, we don’t find fields of cereals and other crops. Indeed, fields other than those for football
and other sports are rare. Here is a summary of greenspace habitats (Table 1). Remember there are
many subdivisions that can be made and the soil often dictates the plant communities that grow
(acid, neutral, alkaline, made ground, sharply drained or soggy, etc.), as do exposure and degree of
shade. Urban areas are often a little warmer than the surrounding countryside, so plants flower
earlier and sometimes tender species survive that would be killed by frost elsewhere.
Table 1. Greenspace habitats
Woodland

Habitat

Orchard
Scrub
Hedgerow
Individual specimen &
veteran trees
Heath and bracken

Short amenity grass
Wildflower grassland

Old species-rich
grassland/hay meadow
Flower beds, gardens &
allotments, etc.
Tall weedy areas (ruderal)
Hard surfaces, walls and
roofs.

Buildings and structures

Comment
Often planted, although fragments of ancient woodland do survive in urban greenspace. Can be native
broad-leaved, coniferous, exotic or mixed; often functional such as shelter-belts or screens.
Community orchards and stands of planted fruit trees within greenspace.
Includes bramble patches, thickets; much greater importance for wildlife than often thought.
Fragments of ancient boundary hedges are frequently found in urban areas, also ornamental hedges and
recently planted boundaries; great for birds, invertebrates and small mammals, often with a speciesrich ground flora and may be associated with ditches.
Often ornamental and frequently old or ancient parkland specimens of significant landscape and
ecological value. Some of our rarest beetles are found in veteran native trees.
Fragments of common land or whole commons occur within urban areas and are often former heathland
or old heathy grassland, biodiverse with very high wildlife value. Bracken can be an invasive problem as
are exotic species such as rhododendron and Japanese knotweed and are all targets for control as they
reduce biodiversity.
Sports fields, play areas, some verges and lawns fall into this category. Although used by blackbirds,
thrushes, some other birds, moles and some invertebrates, they are generally species-poor, especially
when mown very short and treated with fertilizers herbicides and pesticides.
Because it is increasingly prescribed by landscape architects in planting schemes, this habitat has
increases greatly in recent years. Well-managed, wildflower grassland produces some of the greatest
“wonders of greenspace” in the flowers, butterflies, birds, bees, beetles and a multitude of species
associated with it.
More recent wildflower grasslands (above) may eventually join this category. These old grassland
habitats are usually fragments of a former, traditional land-use. If the old-style management has been
retained, these are extraordinarily biodiverse habitats, but now rare.
All of these are more-or-less temporary and ephemeral but provide excellent habitat for the many
opportunists amongst our fauna and flora that can make use of them.
It is surprising how much wildlife can be found in stands of nettles, docks, rosebay willowherb and other
tall herbaceous native species, several of our most colourful butterflies and moths, for example.
For those prepared to get up close and look, these saxicolous and other hard surface habitats are full of
amazing life, surviving in seemingly impossible conditions: lichens, mosses and xerocolous ferns and
succulents make these places their home with a whole range of invertebrates. Roofs and walls also
provide space for artificial plantings, an increasingly popular way greening our urban areas that also has
insulation and climate moderation benefits.
Buildings have all kinds of spaces that provide homes for wildlife that co-habits with humans  birds,
bats, mice, rats, grey squirrels, edible dormice and a host of insects, spiders and other invertebrates,
etc., though they are not all popular by any means!
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Habitat
Wetland and aquatic
habitats
Edaphic (soil and
underground)

Air

Micro-habitats

Comment
Ponds, streams, rivers, lakes, canals, ditches, marshy ground, coastal habitats  these are some of the
most wondrous, fascinating and species-rich habitats we have. The smallest pond can be an ecosystem
worthy of a life-time’s study and observation.
It is easy to forget that the wonders of greenspace do not stop at the ground’s surface. Below, there is
a dark world of soils and made ground of al kinds, each with its community of animals, fungi and microorganisms. Where there are larger spaces such as tunnels, cellars, caves and rock fissures there is habitat
for species that have adapted to a life without daylight, and where there is access to the open air above,
there is ideal habitat for bats and a range of larger animals that hibernate.
From the space below to the space above: we tend to forget the air as a habitat and it is true that few
species live their entire lives in it, but many spend much of their time there, many birds foraging or
migrating, bats, a host of invertebrate and micro-organisms as well as propagules (spores and winddispersed seeds).
Although part of larger structures, micro-habitats are important to consider as a category: the life that
lives on, under or in bark & twigs, leaves, anthills, seeps and rot holes stones & rocks, etc. If you have
a plane tree near you, a favourite urban tree, have a look under the scaling bark.

Having thought a little about the types of habitats in greenspace and how varied they are, the rest
of this book concentrates on what lives there, with a few diversions into ecological science, and
particularly on what wonders you can see when you explore. I use the term “explore” in a broad
sense: a rich, colourful and ever-changing pageantry can be seen simply by putting food for birds in
feeders outside your window, or collecting water from a pond to examine under a microscope. You
can be as active or relaxed as you like. One of the wonders is that there is so much to see almost
everywhere if you look. Each chapter is subdivided into the groups of animals and plants including
fungi and micro-organisms where there is something exciting to say.

Biological specimens under the hand lens and microscope from an early book plate in the author’s library.
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CHAPTER 2 STARTING BIG
“Leviathan, hugest of living creatures … seems a moving land.”
(Milton, Paradise Lost)
VASCULAR PLANTS
You might think trees would easily be the biggest plants you will find in greenspaces but it depends,
as so often, on the definition. If a plant that is a clone, i.e. genetically identical, is thought of as one
individual, which is not an unreasonable extrapolation in botany, then something like the infamous
exotic, Japanese knotweed1, that has invaded so many of our greenspaces, is pretty big: in Swansea
for example, where it has spread through the city, its total biomass is thought to be more than 60,000
tonnes! It has earned a very bad name because it is such a brilliant coloniser. Adapted to grow at
ecesis (the first stage of colonisation) on inhospitable ground such as lava flows and ash fields in
Japan and introduced to Britain in the 1850s via Holland as an ornamental, it has become the persona
non grata of British flora, smothering native species and so threatening biodiversity as well as causing
structural damage to buildings and roads due to its lava-busting hydraulic growth strategy. Just about
any bit of rhizome that breaks off will grow, and causing it to spread is strictly proscribed in the UK.
It is an attractive plant with robust canes a little like bamboo. It has masses of small white flowers,
all female of course, late in the summer, which are attractive to pollinators. Being herbaceous, it
dies back in winter. Is it a “wonder”? Well, I think so. Any plant that can grow in a lava field, break
concrete, colonise large tracts of inhospitable or derelict urban landscape, in part due to its tolerance
of sulphur dioxide and, so far, resist human efforts of control, is a source of amazement. Its time
may be up, though, as a small insect has been found that feeds on it and limits its growth. It is a
psyllid bug called Aphalara itadori (Shinji, 1938) and it has been released in trials in Britain to test
its efficacity.

Japanese knotweed Fallopia japonica
is a huge single clone, attractive but it
can break through concrete and
brickwork (below) and is considered
bad for biodiversity by out-competing
other plants.

Trees, though, are what come naturally to mind as the big plants of
greenspace. A beech can grow to more than 40m in height and wellingtonias
can reach more than 50m in Britain, and even more elsewhere. Though not
native, wellingtonias are not uncommon in our urban greenspaces as relics of
bygone Victorian planting. We have one at our Earl’s Court heritage
greenspace site in Worcester, pictured here (right). Oaks are the legendary
trees of climax forest in north-western Europe, in particular Quercus robur,
the pedunculate oak. One of these, in Fredville Park in Kent, has a chest
height circumference of over 12m. Apart from their longevity (1000 years or
more) and size, oaks are wondrous trees in other respects. Their timber is
exceptionally hard, dense, heavy and rot-resistant as well as attractive when
worked and polished. Beyond their extraordinary contribution to our
landscapes, perhaps their greatest asset from a greenspace point of view is
their biodiversity role. Pedunculate and sessile oaks are known to support over 280 species of insect

1

In Britain, this plant Fallopia japonica (Houtt.) Ronse Decr., is thought to be a single female clone. There may be other
clones in continental Europe. Hollingsworth, M. L. & Bailey, J. P. (2000). Hybridisation and clonal diversity in some
introduced Fallopia species. Watsonia, 23, 111121.
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and more than 420 types of lichen2, more than any other native tree. For more on veteran trees,
please see Chapter 6.
Native British trees of large stature, growing commonly to more than 25m tall, that you will often
find in urban greenspace in Britain are listed below. Of course, there are dozens of attractive and
wonderful exotic and naturalised large trees planted in our parks and townscapes too, some of which,
such as the cedars of Lebanon, the larger maples, London planes, sycamores, walnuts, and horse
chestnuts, often make magnificent specimens.
Alder Alnus glutinosa
Ash Fraxinus excelsior
Aspen Populus tremula
Beech Fagus sylvatica (and its cultivar the copper beech)
Black poplar Populus nigra
Large-leaved lime and small-leaved lime Tilia platyphyllos, Tilia. cordata
Pedunculate and sessile oaks Quercus robur, Quercus. petraea
Scot’s pine Pinus sylvestris
Wild cherry Prunus avium
Wych elm and some other elms Ulmus glabra, U. minor s.l.
NON-VASCULAR PLANTS
These are the mosses, liverworts and algae. “Big” is not an adjective that sits well with any of them
but “extensive” certainly does. Some algae, such as Desmococcus, though tiny, cover enormous areas
of tree trunks and other surfaces and the aquatic species are present in vast numbers in just about
every natural water body from puddles to oceans. Except in the most polluted areas, you will find
few trees without their complement of liverworts, mosses and lichens  similarly in grassland, on
walls and roofs, etc. Some of the commonest non-vascular species tending to cover large areas are
of the genera Marchantia, Lophocolea, Hypnum, Brachythecium, Bryum, Tortula, Grimmia, Barbula,
Lepraria, Graphis, Lecanora, Xanthoria, Parmelia and Physcia but there are many, many others.

A tree trunk smothered in Desmococcus green alga. (Photo by the author.)

2

Kennedy, C.E.J. & Southwood, T.R.E. (1984). The number of species of insects associated with British trees: a reanalysis. Journal of Animal Ecology, 53, 455478.
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MAMMALS
Those living near the sea might spot whales and seals from time to time. For the rest of us, the
largest British land mammal is the red deer which you may come across in more extensive areas of
greenspace: huge stags have been recorded on Exmoor, for
example, and open moorland of Scotland is famous for this
cervid. Stags can weigh as much as 150kg. Fallow deer
(pictured left, photo by Bob Bishop), roe deer and muntjac,
though smaller, are not uncommon. The former are a
feature of several urban parks, those in Richmond Park
always being a favourite sight when I lived in London.
Muntjac are not native but have spread widely and can be
seen in relatively built-up areas. They are about the size of
a large dog.
Wild boar are a native British mammal, recently reestablished, notably in into the Forest of Dean but now
relatively widespread and increasing. They are massively
built, muscular animals that can reach 100kg but they
prefer relatively large areas of greenspace. (See note at
end of Chapter 4.
Though we occasionally see wolves in montane
villages in south-eastern France near our home
and they are widely distributed across mainland
Europe, where they sometimes enter towns, you
won’t see them in the UK, nor brown bears for
that matter, although there are occasional
projects looking at their re-introduction as both
used to be native to Britain. The canid relative
of the wolf, the red fox, though, is quite another
matter. This member of the dog family has
adapted well to urban areas and you will often
see them if you are up early. A friend of mine
who lives in Birmingham had a family of foxes
with cubs under his garden shed a year or two
ago. The picture here shows a fox at dawn on one
of our greenspaces in Birmingham. Other large mammals you might see include otter, a species that
is increasing again along streams and rivers. We have them at our Cromwell’s Crossing greenspace
along the Severn and one was seen in 2016 near our Earl’s Court Heritage and Nature Reserve
greenspace.
Badgers are common in urban greenspace, but
again you’ll need to be up early to see them
or join your local badger group and go on a
nocturnal badger watch. We have badger setts
on several of the greenspaces we manage.
This photo is from our company-owned picture
library.
You might also see American mink and
polecat, and of course grey squirrels are
almost everywhere  beautiful but not popular
as an invasive species that preys on small
birds’ nests and damages trees.
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Rabbits are very common in the periods between waves of myxomatosis but if you see a similar but
larger animal, lanky and in a wide-open space, it may be a brown hare. They can weigh up to 4kg
and be over 60cm in length.
BIRDS
The most massive British bird is the great bustard Otis tarda which became extinct in the UK but has
recently been re-introduced. Males are known to have reached 20kg but 12kg is more usual and they
have a wingspan of 2.5m or so. Unless you are on Salisbury Plain, though, you won’t see them.
The most massive bird you are likely to see in any greenspace with a large pool, lake or river is the
mute swan. Trumpeter swans are slightly more massive but are a North American species and only
occasionally recorded this side of the Atlantic. Other than that, Canada geese Branta canadensis are
common near water even in very urban areas, though rather messy. Other geese may also be seen
on lakes and ponds.

Mute swans are common on larger water bodies and we often see these magnificent birds at our Cromwell’s Crossing
greenspace nature reserve south of Worcester. (Photo by Bob Bishop from our library.)

Other large British birds to be observed in greenspace include the grey heron Ardea cinerea, common
buzzard Buteo buteo and tawny owl Strix aluco. One species now re-colonising after a successful reintroduction is the red kite Milvus milvus. These large raptors with a wingspan of nearly 1.8m were
once common in towns and we have recently found them nesting in urban greenspace in Oxfordshire.
Great bustards aside and to digress for a moment, in Western Europe, the largest native bird is usually
quoted as the griffon vulture Gyps fulvus with a 2.8m wingspan but they are only found in
mountainous areas. We see vultures regularly in south-eastern France, but these are the bearded
vulture or lammergeier Gypaetus barbatus, which has a similar wingspan but is less massive than the
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griffon. Again, though, although it may be seen in the skies above towns in mountainous areas  there
are more than 400 of them in the Mercantour national park mountains just north of Nice and the Côte
d’Azur  it can hardly be described as a bird of urban greenspace but they are occasional visitors to
the UK.

The lammergeier or bearded vulture  see text. We see these over the mountains near our French office but they are only
very rare visitors to the UK. (Painted by Leone Betts.)

HERPETOFAUNA
We only have four common species of terrestrial reptile in Britain, three of which (grass snake Natrix
natrix, slow-worm Anguis fragilis and viviparous lizard Zootoca vivipara) are often to be seen in our
greenspaces. The fourth species is the adder Vipera berus but they are scarce away from heathland
inland now, but commoner near the sea. The largest by far is the grass snake, a truly beautiful
creature that favours wetlands where it hunts frogs and toads. Females can be 80cm long.

Grass snakes Natrix natrix (on top with yellow “collar”) and slow-work Anguis fragilis. (From Betts photo library.)
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The other British native reptiles, smooth snake Coronella austriaca and sand lizard Lacerta agilis are
rare but you may see one introduced reptile in ponds in greenspace, often because they were pets
that released. This is the red-eared terrapin Trachemys scripta ssp. elegans, an American species
that may breed here in favourable years.
Amphibians you might meet in greenspace where there are ponds are common frogRana temporaria,
common toad Bufo bufo, smooth newt Lissotriton vulgaris, palmate newt L. helveticus and great
crested newt Triturus cristatus. The largest British amphibian is the common toad, the females of
which can grow to about 15cm in length and are definitely “chunky”. Of the three newts, the great
crested newt females can be 16cm long and are locally and understandably known as the “dragon
newt”.
In mainland Europe, there are many more species of herpetofauna, and in southern France in urban
greenspace we have ocellated lizards Timon lepidus which can be more than 20cm from snout to
vent, western whip snakes Hierophis viridiflavus that can grow to 150cm long, pool frogs, western
three-toed skinks, Moorish geckos Tarentola mauritanica and several others.

Great crested newt Triturus cristatus. This is a large male. Note that the crest is not rigid and only seen to advantage in
water. Females are even larger, up to about 16cm long. (Drawn by Leone Betts.)

FISH
I have drained a number of large ponds and lakes  there were always local stories of huge fish, “the
giant pike or carp that got away” but, in my experience anyway, when all the water was pumped out
and nowhere for fish to hide before they were all netted and placed in oxygenated tanks for
relocation to a receptor pool under the watchful eye of the water authority, no giants ever
materialised.
We have several important water bodies on or running through greenspace we manage  a reach of
the River Severn in Worcester and of the River Wharfe in Yorkshire, a stretch of canal in Bilston, a
lake in a flooded former quarry in Nuneaton and ponds associated with sustainable drainage on most
sites. Indeed, ponds, streams, lakes and rivers are often associated with greenspace.
You are not going to see a sturgeon Acipenser sturio, a giant fish that once spawned in British rivers
and could exceptionally be 6m long and weigh 400kg. They are no more in these islands and are
critically endangered everywhere. The most massive river fish (as opposed to the longest which is
the eel Anguilla anguilla) commonly seen leaping in the Severn in our greenspace there is the Atlantic
salmon Salmo salar coming
through to spawn. They can
attain 12kg or more, though
that size is rare. In lakes, rivers
or canals in greenspace there
may be very large fish, pike Esox
lucius, carp Cyprinus s.l. (and
perhaps wels catfish Silurus
glanis in a warm lake but this
latter is an introduced species).
Seeing them, though, is not so
easy but I do know of lakes in
greenspace where carp are fed
and then they are readily
observed. Record carp can Common carp (public domain image). weigh 30kg!
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Atlantic salmon and other freshwater fish. Illustration from Goldsmith’s Animated Nature 1858

MACRO-INVERTEBRATES
Big bugs  it’s enough to give some people the heebie-jeebies. There are several impressively large
species you will be able to see. A male stag beetle Lucanus cervus (see Chapter 6) can grow to a
length of 75mm and can sometimes be seen flying in search of a mate at dusk in summer. They are
widespread, though not common and certainly occur in urban greenspace in southern England where
there is enough rotting wood for their larvae to develop. The edges of remnants of old woodland, old
hedgerows, parks and gardens can all provide habitat.
You may well see the emperor dragonfly Anax imperator if your greenspace has a suitable water
body. This is the largest native British member of the ODONATA and occurs widely in southern England
and Wales, and is spreading northwards. It has a body length of some 80mm and a wingspan of
ca.110mm.

Emperor dragonfly Anax imperator  this is a female  photographed in Whitecross Green Wood, Buckinghamshire by Charles
J Sharp, thank-you. Creative Commons licence CC BY-SA 4.0.
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Among the HYMENOPTERA (ants, bees and wasps), the hornet Vespa crabro is the largest you will see.
They are about 2cm long but reproductive queens can be up to 3.5cm. Although they can and do
sting, they are not at all aggressive and I have seen people catch them in their hand with impunity –
absolutely not something I would recommend, though! They build nests in holes in trees, chimneys,
disused bird boxes and roof spaces of buildings and I have had nests in two of my lofts  marvels of
insect architecture. Interestingly there are several insects that mimic hornets, one of which is the
hornet clearwing or hornet moth Sesia apiformis which is about the same size but has no sting. Its
larvae bore into the lower trunk and roots of poplars. It is uncommon, though, only occurring in the
Midlands and south of Britain. You will be more likely to see the similar lunar hornet moth Sesia
bembeciformis which is much more common and widespread, its larvae feeding mainly in willow and
sallow wood near the ground. It lacks the yellow head and “shoulders” (tegulae) of S. apiformis.

The hornet clearwing Sesia apiformis has a wingspan up to nearly 5cm. (Photo by Jack Green
from our library.)

Among the true flies (DIPTERA), another hornet mimic, the hornet robberfly Asilus crabroniformis, is
Britain's largest species of fly with a body length of 25mm or more. It is a predator of other flies,
dung beetles, and grasshoppers. If your greenspace is dry with heathy grassland and rabbits in
southern England and Wales, this is the kind of habitat in which you may well see the hornet
robberfly.
The arachnids (spiders and harvestmen) have some large species, the
biggest British native being the fen raft spider Dolomedes plantarius at
about 70mm across including legs but which is very rare, though increasing
its range due to conservation efforts. Spiders can be hard to identify but
several large species are common and the giant house spider Eratigena
atrica, one of the largest species with a leg span of around 45mm in
females, is on the increase. It occurs throughout Central and Northern
Europe. Its original habitat is caves and under rocks but it has adopted
houses, cellars and other structures. It is venomous like most spiders but
not dangerous. They prefer to retreat rather than bite, though one did bite
me when I picked it up, gently I thought, to move it out of harm’s way. It
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An Eratigena spider (image
from our graphics library).
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was a little nip and not really painful and I don’t think it penetrated the skin. Look in corners for a
rather untidy web with a funnel.
There are many other taxonomic groups of invertebrates, far too many to discuss here, but worthy
of a lifetime’s study for the keen naturalist. In southern France, we have some spectacularly large
insects in greenspaces in town, including female praying mantises up to 9cm long, the mammoth
wasp Megascolia maculata, the great peacock moth Saturnia pyri with a wingspan of 120mm and the
rhinoceros beetle Oryctes nasicornis which is an impressively bulky insect about 30mm long.
Interestingly, one of these was found near our offices in Martley recently, probably an escapee or
perhaps imported unwittingly by local sawmills as the larvae are associated with wood and sawdust.

One of the largest hymenopterans in Europe, the mammoth wasp Megascolia maculata ssp. flavifrons photographed by the
author outside the French office. It is an impressive beast up to 6cm in length but not found in the UK. This specimen was
not at all aggressive despite its looks, and flew off happily after allowing itself to be photographed.

FUNGI (INCLUDING LICHENS) & MICRO-ORGANISMS
By far the greater part of the biomass of fungi, an enormous and disparate group of organisms, many
microscopic, we don’t see because it is the form of feeding structures called hyphae that infiltrate
the soil, wood and just about any substratum capable of being exploited for nutrients. What we
notice in our greenspaces are the spore-producing bodies in a myriad of shapes from the mushroomshaped ones to the shelf-like brackets on trees and perhaps the sooty moulds and black-spots on
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leaves. If you are lucky, you might come across a giant puffball Calvatia gigantea. They are not
uncommon but, like many fungi, rather unpredictable in their occurrence. They can certainly occur
in urban greenspace where there is meadow grassland or deciduous woodland and late summer to
autumn is the usual season for them. Gourmet’s prize them but don’t breathe the spores of ripe ones
as they can cause respiratory disease. It is said they produce 7x10 9 (seven trillion) spores, possibly
the largest number of propagules of any single organism. The large, pale, round fruiting body is
unmistakeable and gastronomically prized, growing to a huge 1.5m in diameter in some cases, though
usually around a third of that size, but still impressive enough.

Giant puffball Calvatia gigantea from an illustration in Bresadola’s magnificent Iconographia Mycologica (public domain).
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Other large fungi to look out for include bracket fungi on trees such as the artist’s fungus Ganoderma
applanatum, the horse mushroom Agaricus arvensis and the big Boletus species.
Lichens, which are symbiotic
organisms (a fungus and one or
sometimes more alga/algae or
cyanobacterium) are not large but
they can be extensive, the fruticose
species of the reindeer lichen group
being perhaps the most striking. I
have seen Cladonia portentosa
cover several square metres of
sandy heath on a public common in
Worcestershire (see Chapter 4).
There are some 1800 “species” of
lichen in the British Isles and many
can live in hostile environments,
but unfortunately air pollution has
put paid to the majority of lichens
in urban British greenspace and we
need a new Clean Air Act to reverse
the situation. Lichens are thus
useful monitors of air pollution but
also of the age of their substratum
(lichenometry). Many types of
saxicolous lichen have a known rate
of spread that can be correlated to,
for
example,
churchyard
headstones which have a known
date of origin.

An ash tree trunk covered in corticolous (bark-loving) lichens. All these lichen
types can spread over extensive areas. Key: 1=Ramalina farinacea,
2=Xanthoria parietina, 3=Physcia adscendens, 4=Parmelia saxatilis, 5=Evernia
prunastri. (Photo by the author.)
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Other micro-organisms are tiny by
definition, but we should not be
deceived by their individual
diminutive stature. Collectively,
micro-organisms account for an
important component of our
ecosystems. In soil, for example,
defining soil microbial biomass as
the living portion of the soil organic
matter without plant roots and soil
animals larger than 5x10-3 μm3 (five
thousandths
of
a
cubic
micrometre), the microbial biomass
generally accounts for about 2% of
the total organic matter in soil.
That might not seem a lot  but
think how much soil there is!
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CHAPTER 3 DAZZLING BEAUTY
“Bees blew like cake-crumbs through the golden air, white butterflies like sugared wafers, and
when it wasn't raining a diamond dust took over which veiled and yet magnified all things”
(Laurie Lee, Cider With Rosie.)
There is no doubt that some creatures excel in their impact on our sense of colour and beauty. They
do not do it for us, of course, but for other reasons of attraction  most often for a mate but, in
plants anyway, to pull in their pollinators and in some species to warn of danger or mimic such
warning.
SEXUAL ATTRACTION
This is most obvious in birds and insects but also some reptiles, and usually the male of the species
is the partner that flaunts. Our mammals don’t go in much for colour, preferring muscular prowess
and sonorous displays to prove their virility and fitness as a mate. Birds, though, go to town. Some
of the more magnificent you will be able to observe in urban greenspace are cock common pheasants
Phasianus colchicus, mallard drakes Anas platyrhynchos and probably males of other exotic duck
species if you have a water body on site where.

Cock common pheasant Phasianus colchicus (public domain image).

Not all brilliantly coloured birds are sexually dimorphic in their plumage. If you are lucky by a steam
or river, you may catch a glimpse of that jewel of a bird, the kingfisher Alcedo atthis, a species in
which both sexes are equally breath-taking. The woodpeckers are also highly coloured, the green
Picus viridis and great spotted Dendrocopos major being the two species you are most likely to see.
Similarly, the nuthatch Sitta europaea is a strikingly attractive small bird to be found in more mature
areas of greenspace and parkland with mature woodland in England and Wales. Thinking of woodland
birds, we should not forget the jay Garrulus glandarius, the most colourful of the corvids. Among the
finches are some dazzling species such as goldfinches Carduelis carduelis and male bullfinches
Pyrrhula pyrrhula, both of which are commonly to be seen in urban greenspace.
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A panoply of brilliantly colourful British birds you can see in our greenspaces. Upper row: kingfisher, green woodpecker,
great spotted woodpeckers, nuthatches; lower row: jay, goldfinch and male bullfinch. The kingfisher and jay are from our
own library and the others are public domain images by famous naturalists (Keulemans and Gould).

A beautiful summer visitor to parks and greenspaces is the redstart Phoenicurus phoenicurus, the
males of which species have a rusty-red breast, grey back and a smart black throat. The closely
related black redstart Phoenicurus ochruros may also be seen as it is a bird that has been spreading
in urban areas, though still on the Red List. It is known in the area of our greenspace in Rubery, for
example. Also look out for stonechats Saxicola torquata and wheatears Oenanthe oenanthe, at least
in passage.

Redstart (left) and black redstart (from J Gould Birds of Great Britain, public domain image).
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In southern France, hoopoes Upupa epops with their pink and black barred plumage and superb crest
are common, even within settlements where there is patchy thin grassland, walls and trees, and
occasionally bee-eaters Merops apiaster can be seen where suitable sandy banks for nest burrows are
available, an exotic bird seemingly dipped in a fantasy artist’s palette.

The hoopoe  an uncommon visitor to Britain although I have seen one in Worcestershire and they have been recorded as far
north as Shetland. Look out for them in spring, especially in the south. In France we have them in the field below the office
in summer, hunting for insects. Their call is well described by the French name, a homophone “huppe”. Length about 30cm
or a little less from bill tip to tail. Painted by Leone Betts.

PULLING THE POLLINATORS
We humans pause so often to enjoy the colour or scent, or both, of flowers. Our lives are so much
richer because plants need sex. Even in the depths of winter there are flowers to be found in
greenspace. Pansies and violas are often planted for winter colour, as are Christmas roses Helleborus
niger and in shrubberies, you may find daphnes where the soil is not alkaline, witch hazels
Hamamelis, both of which have lovely perfume to entice their pollinators and provide incidental
pleasure to us. Native winter flowers are scarce but snowdrops Galanthus nivalis (mostly planted
and naturalised but considered a native or at least brought over by the Romans) are in flower in the
first month of the year, as are winter aconites Eranthis hyemalis, an often-naturalised southern
European corm. Similarly, cyclamens Cyclamen coum and C. hederifolium make a winter and early
spring show. Another naturalised south European you might find in mid-winter is the winter
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heliotrope Petasites fragrans with its pink flowers that smell rather like vanilla. You may also see
that popular winter Prunus in flower in January P. subhirtilla autumnalis. By February pussy willow
Salix caprea is out. You may not think that pussy willow catkins are pollinated by insects, but they
are (unlike hazel and alder) and a valuable early source of pollen and nectar.

Winter aconites and cyclamens in grassland in January (photo by the author).

As an aside, I have been counting the plants in flower in my Worcestershire garden on 1st January for
many years. It varies greatly, but in a mild year such as 2015/16, there were sixty-four different
species in flower on New Year’s Day 2016. In contrast, a year later when there had been cold snaps
before and after Christmas, there were only twenty-one. Even so, this illustrates just how many
flowers, the great majority of which are insect-pollinated, are out in mid-winter.
As spring arrives, our greenspaces are draped in swathes of daffodils and crocuses and the grasslands
and hedgerows become increasingly floriferous, yellow and white predominating with wood anemones
Anemone nemorosa, primroses Primula vulgaris, cowslips Primula veris, daisies Bellis perennis and
buttercups Ranunculus spp. In a few places, there’s a colour change, where there are remnants of
old woodland or ancient hedgerows bluebells Hyacinthoides non-scripta appear, sometimes in almost
unbroken stands in a rush to be pollinated and set seed before the trees come into leaf and blot out
the photosynthesising energy of sunlight. Hawthorn, cherries, apples, pears and other fruit, both
wild and cultivated, and so many others open their flowers at this time of year.

Bluebells, the signature species of older British woodlands, en masse in spring in one of our greenspace woodlands (photo by
the author).
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Spring morphs into summer as rhododendrons, roses and some insect-pollinated parkland trees such
as horse chestnut Aesculus hippocastanum, Sorbus spp and false acacia Robinia pseudoacacia offer
their blossoms for fertilization. The areas of wildflower grassland are coming into flower now, too,
with yarrow Achillea millefolium, common knapweed Centaurea nigra, oxeye daisy Leucanthemum
vulgare, lady’s bedstraw Galium verum, red campion Silene dioica, selfheal Prunella vulgaris, betony
Betonica officinalis and many more. Wildflower meadows are not easy to establish and maintain but
are a true “wonder of greenspace” when successful. A common problem arises from sowing them on
ground that is too fertile, leading to over-growth of coarse, choking grasses. One way to combat this
is to introduce a pretty, native plant called yellow-rattle Rhinanthus minor agg. This is a herbaceous
annual that is partly parasitic and takes some of its nourishment from the roots of nearby grasses,
thus reducing their vigour. We include yellow-rattle in all our grasslands on loamy soils and, after a
few years, the grasses do become less competitive and botanical species-richness increases.

Betony and lady’s bedstraw in greenspace species-rich grassland in high summer (photo by the author).

Around ponds and SuDS, the summer season sees the tall stands of yellow iris Iris pseudacorus and
meadowsweet Filipendula ulmaria in flower as well as several of the larger umbellifers. Water bodies
are always attractive to insects so these plants have a ready supply of pollinators.
As summer fades to the days of autumn, there
is a late flush of flowering plants, less so in
the UK than in southern Europe where autumn
is like a second spring as the dry season ends,
but remarkable nevertheless. The stars of the
cultivated plants are the Michaelmas
daisies/asters, tall sedums, sunflowers, red
hot pokers, coneflowers and buddleias. On a
sunny day, autumn nectaring butterflies
abound in areas with these plants. Amongst
the native British species, look out for naked
ladies, the species of autumn crocus,
Naked ladies or meadow saffron in the autumn meadow (photo
from Betts library).
suddenly appearing leafless in the grassland,
also known as meadow saffron Colchicum autumnale. (The spice saffron actually comes from the
stigmata of another species native to south-western Asia, Crocus sativus).
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Then late in the year ivies Hedera
helix, Hedera hibernica and
varieties of these provide pollen
and nectar in profusion, not
perhaps
so
eye-catching
in
themselves, but what they attract
includes some beautiful and
fascinating pollinating insects:
butterflies such as holly blue
Celastrina argiolus and red admiral
Vanessa atalanta, many moths and
hoverflies as well as bees.
This year-long floral display and
the invertebrate pollinators it
attracts is far from being a closed
ecological loop. Setting aside all
the animals that eat and are thus
season butterflies on ivy (red admiral and, inset, holly blue  image from
sustained by the plants’ foliage, the Late
Betts library).
millions of pollinating insects are a
smorgasbord for larger predators able to chase and catch them. The insectivorous birds of our
greenspaces are a wonder in themselves  just watch swallows, house-martins or spotted flycatchers
on the hunt. Amongst the mammals, bats are insect foragers par excellence, adapted to locate their
invertebrate prey on the wing using their sonar. There are eighteen species of bats recorded as
resident in the UK3, several more on the Continent. All British bats are insectivorous, feeding on a
range of invertebrates. Two families of bats occur in the UK, the Rhinolophidae or “horseshoe bats”
and the Vespertilionidae or “vesper bats”. All British bats use high frequency sound (range 20—130
kHz approx.) as a form of echolocation. This allows them to orientate themselves within their
environment, detect and catch prey and communicate with other bats.
Bats use a variety of different structures for the purposes of roosting, including mature trees, caves,
mines, buildings (both modern and ancient), bridges and tunnels. In addition, many bat species will
occupy purpose-built bat-boxes or even boxes designed to house nesting birds. Bats use different
types of roost at different times of year. Maternity roosts, where large numbers of female bats
congregate to give birth and rear their young, are typically associated with warm, sheltered
conditions. Hibernation sites are characterised by stable temperatures and humidity approaching
100%. The use of roosts is rather unpredictable, particularly amongst tree-roosting species, but
female bats are typically loyal to maternity roosts.
Because they have been declining, bats are afforded strong legal protection. The species most
commonly found in our greenspaces are the brown long-eared bat Plecotus auritus, the common and
soprano pipistrelles Pipistrellus pipistrellus and P. pygmaeus, noctule Nyctalus noctula, Natterer’s
bat Myotis nattereri and, over water especially, Daubenton’s bat Myotis daubentonii.
Good places to look for bats are above hedgerows and over water or anywhere that moths and other
night-flying invertebrates abound. Indeed, those of us who monitor moth populations by counting the
catch in a light trap have found that bats learn quickly where they can obtain a free fly-through meal!
They never get into the trap, fortunately, but I have had a robin inside one of my traps which made
a feast of the moths that were quietly resting before I let them go after counting. The robin was
perfectly OK but there were a lot of moth wings about and what I can only describe as a rather
glutinously smug look about the robin!

3

The greater mouse-eared bat (Myotis myotis) was regarded as extinct until a hibernating individual was recorded in Sussex
in 2002 and Alcathoe’s bat (Myotis alcathoe) was first recorded in 2010. The pond bat (Myotis dasycneme) may currently be
in the process of colonising the UK, too.
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The brown long-eared bat is one of our larger common bats with a wingspan of 280mm or so (the noctule’s can be 400mm).
This superb illustration is by Ernst Haeckel (public domain).

Finally, in this note on the food chain the pollinators support, we should not forget that our
poikilothermic (cold-blooded) genera, the fish, reptiles and amphibians, consume huge numbers of
invertebrates. Sometimes you can see toads, for example, waiting at dusk or a little later near a
plant with scented blossoms that will attract moths and other crepuscular or nocturnal insects.
Tragically, our use of insecticides has become a widespread problem in the wider countryside,
adversely impacting invertebrate populations. We do not use any pesticides in greenspaces we own
or manage and many local authorities are also now alert to the problems of their use.
WATCH OUT FOR ME!
Although the majority of animals are cryptic, preferring safety in not being noticed, some flaunt
themselves in bright colours and become candidates for being wonders of greenspace, but these are
not advertising sex: this strategy is one of warning, a statement that “I can sting” or I am poisonous”.
Warning livery in the animal world commonly relies on red, red-and-black, or black-and yellow. It is
known as aposematism from the ancient Greek ਕπό, meaning away, σࡏημα a sign). It is commonest
amongst insects  wasps and hornets may be pesky on a picnic but you have to admit they are rather
smartly turned-out and, importantly, noticeable in their colouring.

Common wasp Vespula vulgaris  drawing emphasising the yellow-and-black warning pattern. Coloured from an original
public domain drawing from the Nouveau dictionnaire encyclopédique universel illustré 188591.)
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If you see some common ragwort Senecio jacobaea, look for the larvae of the cinnabar moth Tyria
jacobaeae; these caterpillars are striped black and yellow and often feed gregariously in full view as
in my photo. They can afford to, because they take up the toxins in the plant’s foliage and are
poisonous, their warning colours sending out a clear message to hungry birds to keep off. The imago
(adult moth) also has vivid warning colours (see inset), though of black and red. Interestingly, some
harmless insects have evolved bright, eye-catching warning colours, too, as mimics of the ones that
sting or are poisonous. Yellow-and-black hoverflies that look a bit like wasps are an example you can
see almost anywhere there are flowers, or the hornet mimics mentioned in Chapter 2.

Massed cinnabar moth larvae with black and yellow warning colouration defoliating a common ragwort plant. Inset are an
enlargement of a larva and the adult moth, the latter also warningly coloured. All contain toxins. Photos by the author.

Another dazzling tactic to defend against predators is
shock display. Some moths do it, flashing a pair of “eyes”
on their hind wings if threatened. Two fairly common
species with this ability that you may see in greenspace
if you have a chance to go out at night in May or June are
the eyed hawk-moth Smerinthus ocellatus and poplar
hawk-moth Laothoe populi. You might even see them at
your porch light because both species are photophilic,
that is, attracted to light.
The eyed hawk-moth showing warning “eyes”.
Photo credit Roger Plant from a picture taken at a
moth recording day in the author’s garden.
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Male Luciola lusitanica firefly. The pale distal part of the abdomen (left) is the area that
flashes (photos by the author).

One last wonder deserves mention here, the bioluminescent displays of some insects in attracting a
mate. I am thinking of fireflies and glow-worms. Both are actually beetles of the Lampyridae family.
Fireflies or “lucioles” as we know them, Luciola sp., are common with us in France, transforming
darker green spaces into a magical fairyland of twinkling lights during the nights of June. In Britain ,
although there are occasional reports, you won’t see them but glow-worms Lampyris noctiluca are
more common, although like so many species, they have been in decline in recent years due to habitat
loss, pesticides and too much artificial lighting. You may well see them in our darker green spaces,
though and they occur in the lowlands of England, Scotland and Wales, especially, but not necessarily,
on limestone and chalk. The larvae are predators of slugs and snails and it is the flightless females,
which are neotenous (look like the larvae), that emit light from their abdomens to attract the flying
males which have very photosensitive eyes. Larvae and even the ova can emit light but it is the
females, climbing up the grass stems in June and July to advertise that they would appreciate a bit
of sex, that we see. As I say, you will need to find habitat that is not lit at night, though. I have
often found them along grassy paths or lanes.
This wonder, the remarkable ability of these insects to flash and glow, relies on a very efficient
biochemical process within the bioluminescent organism. The substrate, a pigment called generically
luciferin, is activated (oxidised) by the enzyme catalyst luciferase, powered by adenosine triphosphate to form oxy-luciferin that releases energy as light (photons). For lovers of chemistry, the
basic equation is:
L + O2 + ATP

luciferase
cofactors

> oxyL + CO2 + AMP + PP + hν

where L is luciferin, ATP is adenosine triphosphate, oxyL is oxy-luciferin, AMP is adenosine
monophosphate, PP are phosphate groups and h Ȟ is the light energy. Cofactors are commonly
magnesium (Mg2+) or calcium (Ca2+) ions. It is interesting that synthesising bioluminescence DNA has
led to our ability to tag cells for study in living organisms.
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CHAPTER 4 WEIRD & WONDERFUL
“Time’s fun when you are having flies.”

(Kermit the Frog)

A LICHEN WITH CLAWS
Mention “lichen” and you probably think of walls, gravestones, tree-trunks and other surfaces
encrusted with grey, black, white, yellow or orange growths, ubiquitous away from areas with high
air pollution. There are other lichens, though, of taller stature, that grow on the ground, especially
in heathy areas and moorland. As well as the obvious upland areas in the north and west, they can
be seen on and around the Dorset heaths and in the heart of the English Midlands, at Cannock Chase
and open spaces near-by, and on the old red sandstone in Worcestershire such as at Hartlebury
Common. The species I have researched, Cladonia portentosa, and the subject of these few lines is
one of the reindeer lichens, so named because of their abundance in the far north where reindeer
browse. Lichens are symbiotic dual organisms where a fungal “body”, the thallus, provides shelter
for photosynthesising algae (sometimes cyanobacteria) that provide nutrients. The structure of the
thallus is very varied but, in the case of reindeer lichens, is multi-branched with fine tips that are a
bit like small claws  you might have seen it used as “trees” in model railways. C. portentosa is soft
and pliable, but when dry becomes light and brittle, and it forms clumps that blow around in the
wind, a bit like a smaller version of tumbleweed, although it does not have a root system from which
to detach as many tumbleweeds do; C. portentosa can regenerate directly from fragments of thallus.
Knowing that shape in nature is rarely random but has evolved to be advantageous to the organism
concerned, and after noticing how the desiccated blown lichen seemed to collect in small
depressions, I wondered if the hook-like morphology of the branching ends of the podetia (thallus
stems) was playing a role in distribution and colonisation. Experiments suggested that this is indeed
the case, particularly for gaining purchase on, and colonising, hoof-prints (grazing stock and other
large mammals are common in the habitats of these lichens) where the underlying ground had been
exposed and there was therefore less competition from other vegetation.

The reindeer lichen Cladonia portentosa with (inset bottom right) magnified podetia showing the terminal hooks. Photo by
the author.
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RHODODENDRONS  DECEPTIVE BEAUTY
Open spaces on acid soils, and many gardens where the soils have a low pH, are home to
rhododendrons and azaleas, shrubs with dazzlingly beautiful flowers in spring and early summer, but
that conceal an unexpected property. Readers may know that rhododendron leaves are poisonous, a
defence that many plants have against grazing, but fewer people realise that the toxins in the leaves,
known as grayanotoxins, also occur in the nectar and pollen, which can harm or kill pollinating
insects. On the face of it, and like so much in ecology, this seems counter-intuitive  plants produce
nectar to attract pollinators, after all.

Rhododendrons  dazzling beauty with a dark side (photo by Bob Bishop).

Researchers at Kew and elsewhere have been studying this apparent conflict of interest4 and found
that, although the nectar is poisonous to honeybees Apis mellifera and other pollinators, and honey
made from rhododendrons can also be toxic to us humans as Pompey the Great’s army found out as
long ago as 65BC, bumblebees such as the buff-tailed bumblebee Bombus terrestris are not affected
by it. So, what is going on? The theory is that, by saving the nectar for one or a small number of
very efficient and preferentially faithful pollinators, and disadvantaging all the others, the rhodos
gain a flower pollination, and thus reproductive, advantage. That sounds teleological but of course
there is no “intent” by the plants; it is simply an evolutionary result that has arisen from chance
Darwinian selection for best fitness.
Rhododendrons, notably Rhododendron ponticum, have become a seriously invasive species on acid
soils in Britain but it seems that the degree of nectar toxicity is variable, with invasive populations
having become less poisonous and so able to be pollinated by a wider range of insects. Natural
selection and evolution are both dynamic and complex which, for me anyway, makes ecology such
an addictive subject!

4

See http://bit.ly/2sGjjoV.
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CUPID’S ARROW – SNAILS TAKE IT LITERALLY
There are not many places you can’t find the garden snail Cornu aspersum (oldies like me know them
as Helix aspersa). The usual reactions from all except small boys are “yuck!”, “my lettuces!” or more
rarely “lunch!”, though gastronomes prefer the related Roman snail Helix pomatia which is less
common. I have eaten both and they are very good in a butter and garlic sauce. However, I digress.
Because these molluscs are easy to catch, rear and breed without taking up expensive resources,
biologists have been studying them for a long time. We know much about them now  the long
distances they travel, their homing instincts, how they protect themselves from desiccation, how
they use their slime (see below), their chirality (direction of the coil) and much besides, but nothing
is stranger or more fascinating than the way they do sex. Shooting a sharp dart made of hard calcium
carbonate into your partner with such force that sometimes it goes through the partner’s body and
protrudes on the other side would seem a fairly extreme form of S&M, and indeed can cause serious
injury, but that’s what garden snails and many other molluscs do. The dart is not a penis and carries
no gametes, so what is going on in this weird ritual?

Gypsobelum or love dart of garden snail Cornu aspersum. When fired, this is covered in biologically active mucus (see main
text).

Garden snails are hermaphrodites and, when mature, produce both spermatozoa and ova. Selffertilization is known but is not common and copulation is preferred, lasting several hours during
which sperm is exchanged. The love dart, or gypsobelum to give it its correct anatomical name, has
been found to have a stimulatory function. For shooting (more of a stab, really), the stabber secretes
a mucus over the dart. This mucus, produced by the snail’s digitiform (finger-shaped) gland, carries
a biologically active cocktail, classified as a pheromone, into the recipient’s body to stimulate the
sperm from earlier copulation to fertilize the eggs  don’t forget there are both sperm and eggs in
both snails. Sperm can be stored for months or years from several donors, so the stabbing partner
acting as the male must compete in Darwinian selection fashion for its sperm to be the most
successful; the mucus on the dart helps to fulfil that function5 6. A couple of weeks after fertilization
the snail deposits the round, whitish eggs in gaps in the soil or under stones  you might have seen
them as they are relatively large (34mm diameter) and easy to spot; vegetable growers tend to
squish them on sight! Those that escape hatch into tiny replicas of the adults and reach maturity in
a year or two
Snails are truly wondrous: just look at the way they use slime. This is no ordinary slime that the snails
secrete  it is a sticky goo that changes its viscosity over time if it is stressed in any way, a property
known as thixotropy. If you observe a snail carefully as it glides along its trail of thixotropic slime,
you can see rhythmic muscular pulsations along the sole of its foot (best observed from below with
the snail on a glass plate). On a dry surface, slime is conserved by the snail reducing the amount of
ground contact and they can cover nearly 50m in an hour. The extraordinary properties of the mucus
permit snails to climb almost any reasonably solid surface vertically or even hanging upside down,
and if you try to pull them off, it is surprising how much force it takes. They can even climb over
the edge of very sharp surfaces, such as a razor blade, by utilising the slime’s thixotropic property in
its firm phase.
5

Adamo, S.A, & Chase, R. (1990). The “love dart” of the snail Helix aspersa injects a pheromone that decreases courtship
duration. Journal of Experimental Zoology Part A: Ecological and Integrative Physiology, 255 (1), pp 8087.
6
Chase, R. & Blanchard, K.C. (2006). The snail's love-dart delivers mucus to increase paternity. Proceedings of the Royal
Society B, 273, pp 14711475.
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FABULOUS FILLETED FLATWORMS AND PARRYING PENISES
Flatworms or PLATYHELMINTHES (Greek πλατύ and ਪλμινς) are a varied phylum that contains parasitic
and free-living terrestrial and aquatic groups such as tapeworms, planarians and flukes. Hopefully
you will avoid intimate association with the parasites and I want to focus on the free-living ones you
can find in greenspace. In Britain there are thought to be about twenty-nine species of flatworm, of
which twenty-three are aquatic. Dip a pond net in any reasonably clean pool and you will likely find
soft-bodied, flat “worms” that are just a few millimetres long, move slowly and curl up into a blob
when you take them out of the water  put the net contents into a shallow white plastic sorting dish
to find them. These are aquatic flatworms known as planarians, a common species being Polycelis
nigra which, as its name suggests, is black. They have to be flat and thin to allow gas diffusion (oxygen
and carbon dioxide) because they have no blood circulatory system. They glide along by means of
microscopic beating hairs, known as cilia, on the underside of their bodies. They are predatory on
tiny aquatic animals and do not have an anus but rather specialised cells known as flame cells that
channel wastes from the body.
One of the wonders of flatworms is that you can chop them up into bits and each piece will regenerate
into a brand new flatworm! There are limitations to the chopping but the consensus seems to be that
one flatworm can be cut into a mind-boggling maximum of 279 pieces (or more precisely 1/279th of
an intact animal’s volume7) and each one will regenerate into a new, fully functional individual.
Obviously, this is of great interest to scientists, especially geneticists. If we could fully understand
how this all works, we may be able to regenerate new body parts for ourselves!

A well-known plate from Ernst Haeckel’s Kunstformen der Natur (1904) illustrating different types of flatworm .

The wonders don’t stop there. Like snails, flatworms are hermaphrodites but they still need to
exchange sperm to avoid the disadvantages of inbreeding which can reduce biological fitness,
survivorship and reproductive success. To do this, many flatworm species indulge in “penis fencing”.
Yes, I am aware of the interesting mental image but, in these species, the penis is typically a doubleheaded and/or hooked dagger called a stylet and the idea is to use it to pierce your chosen mate’s
body and inject your sperm. Either one or both partners do this and, unsurprisingly, it is termed
“traumatic insemination.” In a fencing “battle” between two partners, it is the first flatworm that
succeeds in piercing the other without being pierced itself that is the winner because “he” will then
not have to expend any energy on developing eggs.
7

Morgan, T.H. (1901). Regeneration (Columbia University Biological Series Vol. VII), Macmillan, New York, USA.
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A FISHY DAD THAT MAKES A NEST, DANCES AND CARES FOR THE EGGS
This little fish of 46cm in length, beloved of pond-dipping youngsters, is common and widespread in
ponds, lakes, streams and many rivers in the UK, so there are plenty of opportunities to observe them
in our greenspaces. It’s the three-spined stickleback Gasterosteus aculeatus and the best places to
find them are where the vegetation is lush and the bed of the water body is silty or sandy. They are
rather variable in appearance but the three dorsal spines (there may be two or four) are
unmistakeable. Except for the males in the breeding season (see below), they are silvery-grey and
commonly have bony lateral plates.
Come the breeding season in spring, the male stickleback selects a territory to defend, makes a
depression and builds a nest  yes, he really does and you can see a film of it on YouTube at
http://bit.ly/2shGftd. The nesting material he carefully selects and positions is glued together by a
glycoprotein called spiggin that he secretes from his kidneys. Eventually, he makes a tunnel through
the completed nest which is now ready for him to use to attract female sticklebacks. As well as the
nest, male three-spined sticklebacks change their appearance to appeal to females  their throats
turn bright red, the brighter the colour the more attractive to females as a signal of fitness, and the
stronger the message to would-be male competitors to keep off8.

Three-spined stickleback  public domain illustration from Houghton’s British Freshwater Fishes (1879).

There’s more. Male sticklebacks dance, too, swimming to-and-fro in front of a female ready to spawn
and then back towards the nest, enticing her to follow. If all goes well, the female swims into the
tunnel and lays her eggs in the nest, followed by the male who sheds his milt (seminal fluid containing
sperm) to fertilize them. Female sticklebacks lay up to 300 eggs though usually fewer, and the male
may entice more than one gravid female into his nest. His work does not stop there, unlike most
species where, if either partner cares for the eggs, it is the female, in G. aculeatus it is the male; by
fanning them, he ensures that well-oxygenated water flows over the eggs 24 hours a day until they
hatch, which takes about a week, longer in colder waters. When the fry hatch, the doting male’s
work is still not done. He herds them together for a few days and any wanderers are sucked up into
his mouth and spat back into the nest before they are strong enough to disperse and make their way
in the world!

8

See seminal work by the Dutch scientist Nikolaas Tinbergen. Tinbergen, N. (1951). The Study of Instinct. Oxford
University Press.
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GRASS SNAKE DEATH THROES  FAKE NEWS
Grass snakes Natrix natrix are not uncommon in our greenspaces, especially if there is a pond. We
also find them in SuDS areas where they hunt for amphibians. Kermit would not like them, but they
are beautiful creatures with few enemies once adult, other than humans, and quite harmless unless
you are a frog. It is puzzling, then, why so many reports are of dead ones. Now, obviously, grass
snakes do get killed; being run over by a vehicle is perhaps the most common demise, followed by
deliberate slaughter by ignorant humans who should know better. The instances of reports of dead
ones, though, are greater than one might expect from these causes. Typically, the body found is
described as having the mouth agape and the tongue hanging out, twisted/on its back and sometimes
completely flaccid if picked up. Blood may be seen at the mouth and nose. Weirdly, people returning
to where they saw the dead snake a little while later, perhaps to show a friend, find it has
disappeared.
The answer to this puzzle is that grass snakes fake death as a means of defence, the technical term
for this being thanatosis. Studies on wild predators are few, but it is well documented when the
threatening predator is human. The theory is that, through selective evolution, over time, enough
snakes that look dead have been left alone by their predators, allowing them to slither off unharmed
once the threat has disappeared. It is not a universal trait and baby grass snakes don’t do it, but it
is sufficiently common to have been well studied and recorded in science 9.

Grass snake playing dead. Photo by Piet Spaans Viridiflavus thank-you (Wikimedia Creative Commons CC BY-SA 2.5.)

As if that was not enough, grass snakes can also produce a smelly liquid from their anal glands when
threatened and they are great actors  although harmless, they will strike (with mouth closed) and
hiss fiercely  a final trick in extremis is to vomit up the contents of their stomach!

9

There has been a significant body of research on this topic. An interesting paper is Gregory, P.T., Isaac, L.A. & Griffiths,
R.A. (2007). Death feigning by grass snakes (Natrix natrix) in response to handling by human predators. Journal of
Comparative Psychology,121(2), pp239.
.
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TWO-WAY EXCRETION  UP AND DOWN BIRDS
Birds don’t have teeth and many species eat a lot of indigestible matter and things that could do with
a good chew when they feed. They do have a gizzard, though, a muscular organ technically known
as a ventriculus, that is connected to the stomach and grinds up the food, often with the help of grit
or small stones swallowed by the bird  in other words a sort of biological ball mill. This food
processing system is sufficient in many bird species for all food to go on its digestive way down
through the gut and out as droppings in the usual fashion. For a good many birds, though, this isn’t
enough, especially if they eat many bones, fur and other items that are hard to break down. For
them, evolution has come up with a brilliant answer to the indigestible stuff that remains in the
gizzard: pack up the rubbish neatly and cough it out through the mouth as a pellet.
Regurgitated pellets are fascinating and, if you keep a sharp lookout where birds that produce them
perch, roost or nest (but don’t disturb any nesting birds!), the ones from larger species are not
difficult to find in our greenspaces. The best-known birds for producing pellets are owls and hawks,
but carnivorous birds in general do, too (songbirds, corvids, swallows and many water birds for
example). Scientists have long realised that a wealth of information about the diet of birds can be
gleaned from studying their pellets, and you don’t have to kill the poor bird and dissect its stomach
to find out. Although they obviously differ according to season and current diet, different bird species
produce distinctive pellets and, with a bit of practice, you can recognise different types. Collected
pellets should be potted in a plastic specimen container and labelled with the date and notes about
habitat/where it was found. It is good practice to photograph pellets in situ before you move them.
To dissect a pellet, prepare a space where you won’t be disturbed which has good lighting  a clean
table-top in a shed, maybe, and a large white plastic dissecting tray so that you can keep all the bits
together. Make sure you wear surgical gloves and a lab gown or apron plus a mask if the pellet is dry
unless you are lucky enough to be able to work under a fume cupboard hood. If you have a dissecting
kit, so much the better, but tweezers, a mounted needle and a small paintbrush will usually suffice.
Break up the pellet carefully, sorting bones, fur, feathers and other recognisably similar objects
together. Small bones are very fragile so treat them gently. You should be able to find skulls, jaws
and teeth in raptor pellets (owls and hawks) and these are helpful in recognising the prey species
that was caught. It is useful to have a knowledge of small mammal anatomy: good diagrams are
readily available on the internet as well as keys and aids to identifying pellet contents. Pellet material
can be made into a collection, always fully labelled of course. It can be preserved in isopropyl alcohol
which can be obtained from biological or entomological suppliers. Alternatively, as long as they are
kept really dry, pellets can be stored in compartmentalised, sealed plastic boxes. I suggest freezing
them overnight first to kill any scavengers  sometimes you will find small beetles and other biota 
these are animals that have found the pellet before you did and are making a meal out of its contents.
They are collectively known as detrivores and it can be useful to identify and preserve them with the
pellet contents if you are making a collection. Again, entomological suppliers provide instructions,
keys, and containers.

Typical barn owl pellet collected and photographed by the author.
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The contents of a barn owl pellet after primary sorting into main components. The author collected these pellets at
Ellesmere Port, near Liverpool.

MAMMAL POO DETECTIVE
Hoping that you will forgive more scatological references, what mammals leave behind from their
behinds in greenspace is revealing and often surprising. Setting aside the raging arguments and
deservedly angry public outcry about people who do not clear up after their dogs, wild mammals do
not cause such offence. So, let’s look at the commoner mammals of greenspace and see what can
be learned from their deposits. Of course, you might come across some of the many rarer species, or
recently introduced/escaped ones such as the red-necked wallaby or wild boar, or ones that have
substantial populations but with a very limited distribution such as red squirrel or Dartmoor/Exmoor
ponies, but I have not considered any of these here (but see note on wild boar at end of chapter). I
have also ignored all the marine mammals. Sometimes DNA analysis is required to confirm
identification, particularly of the smaller mammals and closely-related species. I have added a few
notes to each but the best advice is to purchase one of the keys to animal tracks and signs. Never
handle faeces unless you know exactly what you are doing. Always wear barrier gloves. Diseases such
as toxoplasmosis can lurk in poo!
Rodents RODENTIA
Dormouse, common or hazel Muscardinus avellanarius  droppings crinkly and larger than other small
rodents.
Mouse, house Mus musculus  droppings tend to be shorter & thicker than wood/yellow-necked mice.
Mouse, wood Apodemus sylvaticus  droppings ca.8mm x 2mm hard not friable (ends rounded).
Mouse, yellow-necked Apodemus flavicollis  as wood mouse.
Rat, brown or common Rattus norvegicus  droppings cylindrical, blunt ends ca.17mm x 6mm.
Squirrel, grey Sciurus carolinensis  droppings round/cylindrical up to 8mm diameter.
Vole, bank Myodes glareolus  typical small rodent droppings 6-7mm x 2-3mm.
Vole, field Microtus agrestis  as bank vole.
Vole, water Arvicola amphibius  droppings larger than other voles 7-10mm x 3-4mm in heaps in
“latrines” where feeding.
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Insectivores INSECTIVORA
Hedgehog Erinaceus europaeus  faeces shiny black variable but usually ± 3-4cm long 8-10mm
diameter with point at one end.
Mole Talpa europaea  small brown pellets but molehills are the best indicator of moles’ presence!
Shrew, common Sorex araneus  droppings only ca.3mm x 1-2mm black and pointed at each end (look
for insect remains).
Shrew, pygmy Sorex minutus  as common shrew but smaller.
Shrew, water Neomys fodiens  black and crumbly only 7mm x 2mm at waterside (under microscope
look for aquatic invertebrate remains).
Rabbits & hares LAGOMORPHA
NB. Lagomorphs (rabbits and hares) are coprophagic (eat their own poo). They have two goes at
digesting the vegetation they eat by producing two kinds of faecal pellets: soft ones called
caecotrophs which they eat and the familiar round, dry brown ones that we see.
Hare, brown Lepus europaeus  faecal pellets (as opposed to caecal) round 15-20mm in diameter but
more flattened than the rabbit.
Rabbit Oryctolagus cuniculus  spherical ca.10mm diameter and very common in grassland.
Carnivores CARNIVORA
Badger Meles meles  badgers dig latrines and defaecate in them. Faeces are very variable,
dependent on current diet. I have often found hurriedly dug latrines with decidedly loose faeces
under fruit trees in late summer when the badges have been feeding on fallen fruit. Firmer motions
are cylindrical, rough and rather like a fox’s (below). Badgers are common, even in suburbs, so you
are likely to come across them.

Badger latrine (outline of pit in red  recent faeces top right). Photo by Lizzie Breakwell.

Cat, feral Felis catus  as domestic cat 6-8cm x 10-15mm or rather sloppy, buried. Caution  be
particularly aware of toxoplasmosis risk in feral cats.
Ferret, feral Mustela furo  similar to mink and polecat (below).
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Fox Vulpes vulpes  scat is variable in colour (white if diet of bones) 8-10cm x 2cm with distinctive
spiral twist at one end.
Mink, American Neovison vison  an invasive species now common along our waterways, droppings
twisted and pointy at one end 6-8cm x ca.9mm.
Otter Lutra lutra  faeces, called spraints, have a distinctive oily odour and are usually black and
tarry, deposited as signals along water course territory, often on stones.

Otter spraint typically deposited on a waterside rock. There are confirmed records of otter on at least two of the
greenspaces we manage associated with water courses. Photo by the author.

Polecat Mustela putorius  similar to mink (above)
Stoat, Mustela erminea  faeces similar to mink and polecat but smaller (5mm diameter).
Weasel Mustela nivalis faeces similar to stoat but even smaller (2mm diameter).
Bats CHIROPTERA
Bat, brown long-eared Plecotus auritus
Bat, Daubenton’s Myotis daubentonii
Bat, Leisler’s Nyctalus leisleri
Bat, Natterer’s Myotis nattereri
Noctule Nyctalus noctula
Pipistrelle, common Pipistrellus pipistrellus
Pipistrelle, soprano Pipistrellus pygmaeus

Bat droppings are rather like those of mice
but dry, more porous and crumbly. They
consist entirely of insect remains and they
are not known to be a health risk. Look for
them under roosts or where bats enter or
exit a roost. The larger bats such as serotine
have droppings up to 8mm long and are 3mm
wide but other bat species produce smaller
faeces.

Chiropterists tell me that the droppings of pipistrelles (in aggregate), brown long-eared bat, noctule
and lesser horseshoe bat can be identified without DNA analysis with a little practice.
Even-toed ungulates ARTIODACTYLA
Cow, domestic Bos primigenius  cow pats need no description from me!
Deer droppings are called fewmets or crotties and are usually round, smooth, black and may have a
slight point at one end and shallow indentation at the other.
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Deer, fallow Dama dama  fewmets in groups that may stick together, each pellet being ca.12mm
x 10mm.
Deer, red Cervus elaphus  fewmets as fallow deer but larger, up to 25mm x 18mm.
Deer, Reeves’ muntjac Muntiacus reevesi  fewmets 6-12mm x 5-11mm, striated, increasingly
common.
Deer, roe Capreolus capreolus  fewmets 10-14mm x 7-10mm
Goat, domestic Capra hircus faeces usually in small heaps, round ca.1cm across, ends may be
flattened.
Sheep, domestic Ovis aries  faeces black, spherical 1cm across, deposited in cylindrical clumps
which compress individual pellets so they may appear angular.

There are, of course, many other signs to be read, left by mammals and other wildlife as they go
about their lives: tracks and prints, feeding signs & bones, fur & feathers, nests & roosts, etc. There
is much to interest the careful observer and whet the appetite of the nature detective. Several
wildlife groups and societies provide free information sheets on the topic and are worth contacting.

A note about wild boar Sus scrofa.
This wild pig species has recently re-colonised southern Britain but remains uncommon. In the field
that is just below our French office, though, they are often to be found rooting about  or more
accurately, we see signs of them rather than the animals themselves which are shy (they are hunted)
and tend to keep away during the day. They have made short shrift of our neighbour’s vegetable
garden on occasion and they leave copious dung behind them!

Wild boar faeces in the field below our French office (photo by the author).
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CHAPTER 5 SEEING THE LIGHT

“We are awash in the energy of sunlight”

Ray Kurzweil

Ray Kurzweil was actually talking about how much energy there is available for replacing fossil fuels
but I could not resist the quote in the context of what I want to try to explain in this chapter. In our
daily lives, we tend to forget what it is that keeps us alive on this planet. Every green leaf, every bit
of living vegetation above the ground and myriads of micro-organisms share a molecular and quantum
physical process that converts light to food for them and indirectly for us. This process delivers other
products too, notably oxygen and carbon dioxide, but I want to talk about what happens in plant cells
because plants are the visually dominant inhabitants we see in our greenspaces.
There can be few people who have not heard of photosynthesis and most of us have at least a general
idea of what it is  the ability to convert the energy of sunlight into sustenance for the plant  but
how they do this is a mystery to non-specialists, yet is one of the most wondrous and important as
well as complex processes on earth. Inside every leaf is a marvel of miniature chemistry and physics
that, frankly, is mind boggling. Let me try to explain.

Simplified diagram of energy flow from the sun and conversion to food by a green leaf.

Essentially, plants (and some bacteria, too, but they employ a somewhat different process) use the
energy of photons from the sun with carbon dioxide (from the air) and water (delivered via the roots)
to make sugar. The carbon dioxide and water react together in a series of steps facilitated by
chlorophyll and the energy storage chemical bonds of adenosine triphosphate (ATP) and reduced
nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate (NADPH) to produce carbohydrate (the sugar, glucose)
which can be stored and used by the plant to grow and reproduce. This is not a simple process and
there are several stages and players. In its simplest form, though, it can be expressed by the
equation:
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Sunlight


6CO2 + 6H2O  C6H12O6 + 6O2


In this equation:
CO2 = carbon dioxide
H2O = water
C6H12O6 = glucose
O2 = oxygen.
As I said, the photosynthetic process is complex and different plants in various climatic conditions
have developed variations on it but there are two main sets of reactions, light-dependent and lightindependent, the latter sometimes being called the dark reactions, but they do not require darkness;
they just do not need light. The former harvest light energy with the help of the pigment chlorophyll
(the name means "green leaf” from the ancient Greek χλωρός and φύλλον) mainly in the visible
spectrum (blue and red but not green which it reflects, hence the colour), although some
photosynthetic organisms employ infra-red light. The light-dependent reactions take place within a
membrane in the thylakoid lumen (inside space) of the chlorophyll-containing organelle (tiny cell
components or plastids), the chloroplast, within plant cells. This excites electrons along an electron
transport chain. The light dependent reactions can be expressed by this generalised equation:
2H2O + 2NADP+ + 3ADP + 3Pi + photons  2NADPH + 2H+ + 3ATP + O2
where
ADP = adenosine diphosphate
Pi = inorganic phosphate
H+ = hydrogen ion (proton).
The next stage, the light-independent one known as the Calvin cycle, fixes the carbon from carbon
dioxide. It happens inside the chloroplasts and uses the ATP and NADPH products of the lightdependent reactions, ultimately to make the glucose, and can be expressed generally, omitting some
of the enzyme-driven stages:
3CO2 + 9ATP + 6NADPH + 6H+  C3H6O3-phosphate + 9ADP + 8Pi + 6NADP+ + 3H2O.
C3H6O 3-phosphate is a molecule called glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate in which the carbon has been
fixed. As the Calvin chemical cycle turns, the glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate molecules accumulate
and either combine to form C6H12O 6 molecules (glucose) or are re-used in the Calvin cycle  and this
is a very simplified description so you can see what I mean when I say it is complex! Readers wanting
to learn more  please refer to a botany text book!
The wonder of all this is that it is thanks to the plants that we and other animals have food to eat
and air to breathe. I remember an essay title set by a much-admired lecturer when I was an
undergraduate “Plants create habitats and animals live in them  discuss”. It was one of those topics
that seems relatively straightforward until you start to think about it. I digress, but it is fascinating.
Clearly, there are some habitats not made by plants and it is common for animals (and even more so
mankind) to modify the habitats the plants created and make new ones. More fundamentally, though,
where might there be animals that are not dependent on the oxygen, glucose and other nutrients
from plants? The sea? Well, mostly no, because the light penetrates the upper layers of our seas,
oceans and other water bodies where plankton (phytoplankton) and algae, including seaweeds, do
the job. Below a maximum of about 200 metres even in the clearest waters, though, it is too dark
and photosynthesis is not possible; of course, there are animals, albeit relatively few and limited in
diversity and biomass compared to the surface with one important exception, that live well below
this depth in the “aphotic zone”. These creatures of the depths are sustained by the rain of dead
organisms from above on which they feed, or by preying on other animals. The exception? You
probably guessed it. The volcanic deep sea or hydrothermal vents, only discovered in 1977 (by the
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innovative deep-sea submersible “Alvin” along the Galapagos Rift). At these deep vents there is no
sunlight, but all along them life is abundant, a complete ecosystem in fact; so, what sustains it? What
is the energy base of this food chain that has no photosynthesis to drive it? The answer is
chemosynthesis  some bacteria harvest the energy of the “chemical soup” that emerges from the
vents. These bacteria, technically chemoautotrophs, oxidise the hydrogen sulphide (H2S) in the soup,
add carbon dioxide and oxygen, and produce carbohydrate (sugar), sulphur, and water:
CO2 + 4H2S + O2  CH20 + 4S + 3H2O.
The bacteria may live in symbiosis with animals such as tubeworms (see photo below) or grow into
large colonial mats on which grazing animals feed  e.g molluscs such as clams, marine snails, and
mussels, which in turn are preyed upon by fish, octopodes and other predators.

The giant tubeworm Riftia pachyptila (it means thick-plume of the rift), with colonizing anemones and mussels. Public domain
photo from the 2011 United States National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration’s Galapagos Rift Expedition. These
tubeworms lack a digestive tract and obtain nutrients from symbiotic, sulphur-oxidising chemosynthetic bacteria that live
within their bodies.

There are other biologically active places on earth that rely on chemosynthesis rather than
photosynthesis, such as hot sulphur springs, methane seeps and occasional aphotic habitats in the
earth’s crust. Chemosynthetic bacteria have also been discovered inside the carcasses of large fauna
such as whales on the sea floor, and in sunken ships. People sometimes suggest that life in dark
caves does not rely on photosynthesis but in fact nutrients in such places are brought in from outside
in water or from the guano from bats, for example, which have been produced initially by
photosynthesis.
To return to our greenspaces, here the plants rule. In ecology, we call them the Producers and they
create the framework of the ecosystem and its habitats in which all the animals live. The sheer
variety and range of the habitats created by plants are a marvel: tiny colonies of algae that can grow
to large masses supporting a wealth of other small organisms as well as large ones in a pond or lake,
all the life that lives off the dead matter shed by plants on the ground and in the soil, the myriad of
species dependent on a single oak tree, all that flitting and buzzing stuff that clouds up from a
summer meadow, those high-flying acrobats, the insectivorous birds and bats that hunt the aerial
habitat for insects that the plants have fed, and so on and so forth.
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Photosynthesis is the fundament of the ecosystem; its chemical energy powers the system and allows
the plants themselves to grow and reproduce. Upon these Producers, the animal Consumers depend,
primary ones that eat the plants directly, and secondary ones that eat the primaries and up the
feeding (trophic) levels to form a conceptual “trophic pyramid” and back through the decomposers
to nutrients that help feed the plants again. The original energy from the sun is lost (as heat) all the
way through but the nutrients cycle.

Photosynthesis is the process by which all energy in a form the living members
of the ecosystem can use is made.
In the microscopic world of the plant cells, the form of the tiny parts within the cells, the organelles,
is critical to their function. Essentially, the chemical reactions I have discussed above will not occur
unless the membranes, proteins, molecules and atoms are in exactly the right shape and
juxtaposition. If not, electrons cannot flow and/or the necessary products cannot be made.
Understanding the folding of proteins, their reactive sites, the permeability of membranes and the
lumina they contain or the transport of electrons are large topics in their own right and I am not
going to attempt detailed explanations here. Evolutionary selection over millions of years has
produced and honed through selective fitness the amazing microscopic factories in foliage on which
all animate life depends.
Photosynthesis has been around a long time. It is thought that the first photosynthetic bacteria
appeared about 2.8 billion (2.8x109) years after the formation of the earth some 4.6 billion years
ago. These bacteria probably used the energy of infra-red light and produced sulphur compounds,
not oxygen, using an early predecessor of chlorophyll. Then, around 2.7 billion years ago,
cyanobacteria evolved that produced oxygen and photosynthesised using various pigments, including
forms of chlorophyll. Cyanobacteria are still with us today.
The algae were next, first the red and brown ones and then, about 750 million years ago, the green
algae appeared, using the light-harvesting pigment phycobilin. Any readers who have worked in a
biochemical lab using fluorescing tags may have come across it. It is chemically and structurally
rather similar to the bilirubin in our bodies that arises in the breakdown of haem and is visible in
bruises and jaundice. Phycobilins have four pyrrole10 rings arranged in an open chain. Chlorophyll is
also a member of this chemical family but has its four pyrroles arranged around a central metal atom
(magnesium) as a porphyrin ring. Green algae flourish in shallow water as anyone with a garden pond
can see.

General model of chlorophyll molecule. Key: carbon=black, hydrogen=white, nitrogen=blue, oxygen=red,
magnesium=green. (From public domain image creative commons 1.0)

10

Pyrroles are a class of organic compounds with a ring structure comprising four carbon atoms and one nitrogen atom.
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Until a little less than half a billion years ago, all the photosynthesising organisms were aquatic but
the evolution of plants capable of living on land brought about fundamental change to the Earth.
First came the bryophytes (mosses and liverworts), and soon after, geologically speaking and some
423 million years ago, the tracheophytes (vascular plants), primitive at first as fern and horsetail
types but to become the vast range of grasses, forbs, shrubs and trees we know today, all reaching
for the light and pumping out the oxygen to create the 21% of it in the air we breathe.
Finally, in this collection of information about photosynthetic wonders, a note about something more
troubling: climate change, the “greenhouse effect” and the role of plant metabolism in that.
Vegetation modifies, indeed has created, our atmosphere but it also has an important influence on
the weather and climate. These are affected primarily by evapotranspiration (the passage of water
through plants and its release to the atmosphere as the plants transpire) and albedo (light radiation
reflectance). Densely vegetated areas and the seas have low albedo, absorbing light and dampening
the extremes of temperature, whereas deserts and snow-covered areas have high albedo, the former
hot because of the amount of sunlight (but cold at night) and the latter very cold because of their
low insolation. Our large cities also have high albedo and form the “heat island” effect we often
mention in our survey reports. In the modern era of the Anthropocene, human activities such as
deforestation, urbanisation, overgrazing, open cast mining and intensive agriculture all have an
effect on albedo and an impact on climate. Not only that, but our industrialisation and continued
burning of fossil fuels is adding a runaway burden of carbon dioxide and other “greenhouse gases”11
to the atmosphere. This has led to the climate change that has become such a concern of (most)
world leaders. The much-discussed and worrying greenhouse effect phenomenon has arisen because
our atmosphere is trapping too much heat from the sun because of the increased levels of carbon
dioxide, methane and water vapour. These allow the passage of sunlight in but block much of the
heat radiated from the planet’s surface.
There is undoubtedly an urgent need to end the uncontrolled burning of fossil fuels and reduce the
greenhouse gas outputs such as methane from over-intensive “factory farming”. Greening our cities
and increasing our greenspaces can assist because, not only does vegetation help dampen extremes
of temperature and keep our urban areas cooler, but also the more vegetation there is, the more
carbon is taken up in its plants’ tissues as a carbon store. Of course, as plants die or their foliage
falls and decomposes or is cut, the carbon is released again, but increasing our greenspaces increases
the carbon storage. Woods and forests lock carbon up for decades, even centuries and, on a longer,
grander scale, may even become fossilised as coal or other hydrocarbons to stay out of the carbon
cycle for millennia. Increasing the coverage of land with young woodlands is a good way to create a
carbon store because they take up carbon dioxide more quickly as they grow. Old woodlands tend
to be carbon neutral as decomposition rates in senescence increase, but they still act as a carbon
store, keeping it out of the atmosphere. Clearing land of vegetation to replace it with hard
unvegetated surfacing is not sensible.

Diagram showing the approximate percentage biomass of trees. The carbon stored is about half the biomass. Every 1kg of
carbon stored is equivalent to 3.7kg of carbon dioxide kept out of the atmosphere.

11

Other greenhouse gases besides carbon dioxide and methane are nitrous oxide, hydrofluorocarbons, perfluorocarbons and
sulphur hexafluoride.
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CHAPTER 6 NOT JUST OLD BUT ANCIENT  VETERAN TREES

“Suburbia is where the developer bulldozes out the trees, then names the streets after
them.”
(William E Vaughan)
The American columnist William Vaughan quipped this in the last century. Happily, we treat our
trees with much more respect these days, at least in the UK  the sacrilege going on in the world’s
tropical forests is a disgrace of which all humankind should be ashamed. In this chapter, though, I
want to discuss veteran trees.

The Mitre Oak at the edge of Hartlebury Common, Worcestershire, drawn in the 1800s by Edwin Lees FES, GGS, FBSE
(18001887). This tree can still be seen today at the side of the A449, clinging on to life. It is a pedunculate oak Quercus
robur, a species that may live for 1000 years.
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Veteran trees are one of the great historical, landscape and ecological wonders of our greenspaces
and we are fortunate to have several on land we manage. Their importance is obvious from their
great age and extraordinary structure and impact on the landscape, but there is more to defining a
veteran tree and, whilst some are instantly recognisable, others are less so.
Natural England provide a range of useful publications about veteran trees12 and, although there is
no universal definition, they suggest that a veteran tree is “a tree that is of interest biologically,
culturally or aesthetically because of its age, size or condition”. Alternatively, it can be considered
that the veteran, or ancient, stage is the final one in the life of a tree “when the cross-sectional
areas of successive annual rings in the main stem begin to decrease progressively. (Before this stage,
successive rings will have already narrowed, but their areas will have been roughly constant, owing
to their increasing girth.)”
Because of slowing growth as they become old, veteran trees cannot support as much foliage as
when they were young. This leads to branches dying back and reduction of height and spread.
Ultimately, there is often only a gnarled, hollow trunk with just a few wisps of leaves in a tree’s
final years. I say “final years” but actually this last veteran phase of a tree’s life is often the
longest! See the Mitre Oak above  and below is another example from Edwin Lees’ 17th century
drawings on another area of greenspace, Malvern Chase near Castlemorton.

A veteran pedunculate oak near Castlemorton in Worcestershire drawn in the 17th century by Edwin Lees for the
Worcestershire Naturalists’ Club and illustrating the gnarled, stunted morphology typical of very old trees, with much
reduced foliage.

12

http://bit.ly/2sqVakO
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Beware of size in general as an indicator of veteran status in trees. Not much may be left of a once
huge stately tree in its final years, and different species grow to different sizes anyway  think
hawthorns and oaks. Nonetheless, size can be a helpful indicator, especially for larger species such
as oaks, ash, chestnut and willows. Natural England suggest that trees with a diameter at breast
height of >1.0 m (girth 3.2 m) are of potential interest; trees with a diameter of >1.5 m (girth 4.7m)
are valuable in terms of conservation, and trees with a diameter of >2.0 m (girth 6.25 m) are truly
ancient. Bear in mind also that there is great variability in the natural life-spans of different species,
so reaching the veteran stage will be much earlier and last for fewer years in some than others. For
example, pedunculate and sessile oaks Quercus robur, Q. petraea can live for 1000 years (so can
olives Olea europaea as I know from seeing them in southern France) whereas a crack willow Salix
fragilis will be very old in ten times less than that. What all this comes down to is that, to determine
if a tree is a veteran, it is best to consider a range of features. Again, Natural England and others
have come to our aid with a helpful list of these  the more of them you observe, the more likely the
tree is a veteran:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

tree has a large girth large for the species;
decay holes, large cavities and/or hollowing of trunk evident;
pools of water forming in cavities;
loss or bark, physical damage to the trunk;
canopy has much dead wood;
presence of sap runs;
crevices (in the bark, under branches or on the root plate sheltered from direct
rainfall);
fruiting fungi evident, especially those associated with heart rot (Polyporus,
Inonotus, Fomes, Phellinus, Ganoderma spp et alii);
high biodiversity “islands” of wildlife associated with old trees (lignicolous
invertebrates (more than 2000 spp depend on decaying wood, often in veteran
trees  see also below), roosting/nesting bats/birds, rodents);
extensive epiphytes (lichens, mosses and other plants living on the tree);
general appearance of great age, often aesthetically pleasing and “wow” factor.

Veteran trees are especially important for beetles as you might imagine and hundreds of beetle
species are associated with them. The lignin and cellulose of wood are hard to digest and most
dendrophagous (wood-eating) beetle larvae have symbiotic fungi or other micro-organisms in their
gut providing the necessary enzymes to do the job.
Here are a few of the rare (some extremely so) and notable invertebrates associated with veteran
trees including in the water pools that collect in their cavities, and the ancient grazing pasture that
often surrounds them:
Catocala promissa light crimson underwing moth
Catocala sponsa dark crimson underwing moth
Celypha woodiana mistletoe marble moth
Cossus cossus goat moth
Dicycla oo heart moth
Ampedus rufipennis cardinal click beetle
Gnorimus nobilis noble chafer
Lacon querceus oak click beetle
Limoniscus violaceus violet click beetle
Lucanus cervus stag beetle
Callicera spinolae golden hoverfly
Gnophomyia elsneri royal splinter cranefly
Myolepta potens western wood-vase hoverfly
Pocota personata a bee mimic hoverfly
Andrena ferox oak mining bee
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Left: male stag beetle photographed by the late Bob Bishop in Malvern. Right: a noble chafer photographed by Kevin McGee.
in Martley.

Whilst you are very unlikely to come across the really rare species, you could well encounter some in
the above list. For example, stag beetles are fairly widespread in south-eastern England and occur in
a few places in the Midlands, including Malvern. The noble chafer is well-recorded in traditional
Worcestershire orchards with old trees and the goat moth (its larvae smell of goats) is distributed
through southern Britain.
Naturalists have been registering veteran trees for some time so we are building up records of what
and where they are and this is tied to greater conservation efforts for these important elder botanical
citizens of the natural world. Many are protected by Tree Preservation Orders. We are privileged to
have some in the greenspaces we own and manage, the Earl’s Court Heritage and Nature Reserve in
Worcester being one such as illustrated in the three photos below (taken by the author).
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Three veteran trees of Earl’s Court Heritage and Nature Reserve in Worcester (photos by the author).
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ABBREVIATIONS & STYLE NOTES
agg.
ca.
cm
e.g.
g
i.e.
kg
m
mm
p
s.l.
sp.
ssp.
SuDS

aggregate (often of a complex of microspecies)
circa (about)
centimetre
exempli gratia (for example)
gram
id est (that is)
kilogram
metre
millimetre
page (plural pp)
sensu lato (in the broad sense)
species (plural spp.)
subspecies (plural sspp.)
Sustainable Drainage System

Scientific names
I have followed our house style convention in using scientific names which is also the format
employed by the British Ecological society. Thus, the font used indicates the biological hierarchical
classification: PHYLUM, CLASS, ORDER, Family, Genus, species. Sub-classes and sub-orders, etc.
follow their parent (i.e. SUB-CLASS, SUB-ORDER). Do be aware that biological taxonomy is dynamic and
changes occur as research advances, not least because of knowledge arising from DNA analysis 13.

13

For those interested, I wrote a short paper on this a few years ago: Betts, C.J. (2008). Classification of Nature by
Molecular Analysis - Notes for Non-Specialists. Transactions of the Worcestershire Naturalists' Club, 5(2), 162-165.
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FOR YOUR NOTES
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Achillea millefolium, 19
Acipenser sturio, 9
adder, 8
adenosine, 23, 35, 36
Aesculus hippocastanum, 19
Agaricus arvensis, 14
air pollution, 14, 24
albedo, 39
Alcedo atthis, 15
alder, 5
alga, 5, 14
algae, iii, 5, 14, 24, 36, 37, 38
Alnus glutinosa, 5
Alvin, 37
American mink, 6
Ampedus rufipennis, 42
Anas platyrhynchos, 15
Anax imperator, 10
Andrena ferox, 42
Anemone nemorosa, 18
Anguilla anguilla, 9
Anguis fragilis, 8
Anthropocene, ii, 39
Aphalara itadori, 4
aphotic zone, 36
Apis mellifera, 25
Apodemus flavicollis, 31
Apodemus sylvaticus, 31
aposematism, 21
arachnids, 11
Ardea cinerea, 7
Artiodactyla, 33
artist’s fungus, 14
Arvicola amphibius, 31
ash, 5
Asilus crabroniformis, 11
aspen, 5
asters, 19
azalea, 25
badger, 6, 32
Barbula, 5
barn owl, 30, 31
bats, 2, 3, 20, 21, 33, 37, 42
bee mimic hoverfly, 42
beech, 4, 5
bee-eater, 17
Bellis perennis, 18
Betonica officinalis, 19
betony, 19
bilirubin, 38
biodiversity, 1, 2, 4, 42
bioluminescence, 23
biomass, 4, 12, 14, 36, 39
black poplar, 5
bluebell, 18
Boletus, 14

Bombus terrestris, 25
Bos primigenius, 33
Brachythecium, 5
Branta canadensis, 7
brown long-eared bat, 20, 21, 33
bryophytes, 39
Bryum, 5
buddleias, 19
buff-tailed bumblebee, 25
Bufo bufo, 9
bullfinch, 15
Buteo buteo, 7
buttercups, 18
buzzard, 7
Callicera spinolae, 42
Calvatia gigantea, 13
Calvin chemical cycle, 36
Capra hircus, 34
Capreolus capreolus, 34
cardinal click beetle, 42
Carduelis carduelis, 15
Carduus nutans, i
Carnivora, 32
Carnivores, 32
cat, 32
catfish, 9
Catocala promissa, 42
Catocala sponsa, 42
cedar, 5
Celastrina argiolus, 20
Celypha woodiana, 42
Centaurea nigra, 19
Cervus elaphus, 34
chemical energy, 38
chemoautotrophs, 37
chemosynthesis, 37
Chiroptera, 33
chlorophyll, 35, 36, 38
chloroplasts, 36
Christmas rose, 17
cinnabar moth, 22
Cladonia portentosa, 14, 24
climate change, ii, 39
Colchicum autumnale, 19
common wasp, 21
coneflowers, 19
Consumers, 38
Cornu aspersum, 26
Coronella austriaca, 9
corvids, 15, 30
Cossus cossus, 42
countryside code, iii
cow, 33
cowslip, 18
crack willow, 42
crocus, 18
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Crocus sativus, 19
crotties, 33
cyanobacteria, 24, 38
cyanobacterium, 14
cyclamen, 17
Cyprinus, 9
daffodil, 18
daisies, 18
Dama dama, 34
daphne, 17
dark crimson underwing moth, 42
Darwinian selection, 25, 26
Daubenton’s bat, 20
deer, 33, 34
Dendrocopos major, 15
Desmococcus, 5
detrivores, 30
Dicycla oo, 42
Diptera, 11
dispersal mechanisms, 1
DNA analysis, 31, 33, 45
Dolomedes plantarius, 11
dormouse, 31
dragon newt, 9
droppings, 30, 31, 32, 33
ecological connectivity, 1
ecosystem, 1, 3, 37, 38
Edwin Lees, 40, 41
eel, 9
emperor dragonfly, 10
epiphytes, 42
Eranthis hyemalis, 17
Eratigena atrica, 11
Erinaceus europaeus, 32
Esox lucius, 9
evapotranspiration, 39
even-toed ungulates, 33
eyed hawk-moth, 22
factory farming, 39
faeces, iii, 31, 32, 33, 34
fallow deer, 6, 34
false acacia, 19
Felis catus, 32
fen raft spider, 11
ferns, 39
ferret, 32
fewmets, 33, 34
Filipendula ulmaria, 19
fireflies, 23
flatworms, 27
flukes, 27
Fomes, 42
fox, 6, 32, 33
Fraxinus excelsior, 5
frog, 9, 29
fungus/fungi, iii, 3, 12, 14, 42
Galanthus nivalis, 17
Galium verum, 19
Ganoderma, 14, 42
Garrulus glandarius, 15

Gasterosteus aculeatus, 28
gecko, 9
geese, 7
giant house spider, 11
giant puffball, 13
gizzard, 30
glow-worm, 23
Gnophomyia elsneri, 42
Gnorimus nobilis, 42
goat, 34
goat moth, 42, 43
golden hoverfly, 42
goldfinch, 15
Graphis, 5
grass snake, 8, 29
grass snakes
grayanotoxins, 25
great bustard, 7
great crested newt, 9
great peacock moth, 12
greenhouse effect, 39
greenhouse gases, 39
greenspace habitats, 2
grey squirrel, 6
Grimmia, 5
guano, 37
Gypaetus barbatus, 7
Gyps fulvus, 7
gypsobelum, 26
Hamamelis, 17
hare, 7, 32
heart moth, 42
Hedera helix, 20
Hedera hibernica, 20
hedgehog, 32
Helix aspersa, 26
Helleborus niger, 17
heron, 7
Hierophis viridiflavus, 9
holly blue, 20
honeybees, 25
hoopoe, 17
hornet, 11, 22
hornet moth, 11
horse chestnut, 19
horse mushroom, 14
horsetail, 39
hoverflies, 20, 22
Hyacinthoides non-scripta, 18
hydrothermal vents, 36
Hymenoptera, 11
Hypnum, 5
Inonotus, 42
insecticides, 21
invertebrates, 2, 10, 12, 20, 21, 42
Iris pseudacorus, 19
ivies, 20
Japanese knotweed, 2, 4
jay, 15
Kermit the Frog, 24
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Kew, 25
kingfisher, 15, 16
knapweed, 19
Lacerta agilis, 9
Lacon querceus, 42
lady’s bedstraw, 19
Lagomorpha, 32
Lagomorphs, 32
lammergeier, 7
Lampyridae, 23
Lampyris noctiluca, 23
Laothoe populi, 22
large-leaved lime, 5
latrines, 31, 32
Laurie Lee, 15
Lecanora, 5
Lepraria, 5
Lepus europaeus, 32
lesser horseshoe bat, 33
Leucanthemum vulgare, 19
lichen, 5, 14, 24
lichenometry, 14
lichens, 14
light crimson underwing moth, 42
Limoniscus violaceus, 42
Lissotriton helveticus, 9
Lissotriton vulgaris, 9
lizard, 8, 9
London plane, 5
Lophocolea, 5
Lucanus cervus, 10, 42
luciferase, 23
luciferin, 23
Luciola, 23
Lutra lutra, 33
mallard, 15
mammoth wasp, 12
maple, 5
Marchantia, 5
meadow saffron, 19
meadowsweet, 19
Megascolia maculata, 12
Meles meles, 32
Merops apiaster, 17
Microtus agrestis, 31
Milton, 4
Milvus milvus, 7
mink, 32, 33
mistletoe marble moth, 42
Mitre Oak, 40, 41
Mole, 32
molluscs, 26, 37
mouse, 31
Muntiacus reevesi, 34
muntjac, 6, 34
Mus musculus, 31
Muscardinus avellanarius, 31
Musk or nodding thistle, i
Mustela erminea, 33
Mustela furo, 32

Mustela nivalis, 33
Mustela putorius, 33
Myodes glareolus, 31
Myolepta potens, 42
Myotis daubentonii, 20
Myotis nattereri, 20, 33
naked ladies, 19
Natrix natrix, 8, 29
Natterer’s bat, 20
Natural England, 41, 42
nectar toxicity, 25
Neovison vison, 33
noble chafer, 42, 43
noctule, 20, 21, 33
nuthatch, 15
Nyctalus leisleri, 33
Nyctalus noctula, 20, 33
oak click beetle, 42
oak mining bee, 42
Oenanthe oenanthe, 16
organelle, 36, 38
Oryctes nasicornis, 12
Oryctolagus cuniculus, 32
Otis tarda, 7
otter, 33
Ovis aries, 34
oxeye daisy, 19
palmate newt, 9
Parmelia, 5
pedunculate oak, 4, 40, 41
pellets, 30, 31, 32, 34
pesticides, 2, 21, 23
Petasites fragrans, 18
Phasianus colchicus, 15
pheasant, 15
Phellinus, 42
Phoenicurus ochruros, 16
Phoenicurus phoenicurus, 16
photosynthesis, 35, 36, 37
Photosynthesis, 38
phycobilin, 38
Physcia, 5
Picus viridis, 15
pike, 9
Pinus sylvestris, 5
pipistrelle, 20, 33
pipistrelles, 33
planarians, 27
Platyhelminthes, 27
Plecotus auritus, 20, 33
Pocota personata, 42
polecat, 6, 32, 33
pollination, 25
pollinators,17, 19, 25
Polycelis nigra, 27
Polyporus, 42
Pompey the Great, 25
pool frog, 9
poplar hawk-moth, 22
Populus nigra, 5
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Populus tremula, 5
porphyrin, 38
primrose, 18
Primula veris, 18
Primula vulgaris, 18
Producers, 37, 38
Prunella vulgaris, 19
Prunus, 18
Prunus avium, 5
pussy willow, 18
Pyrrhula pyrrhula, 15
pyrrole, 38
Quercus robur, 4, 5, 40, 42
Quercus. petraea, 5
rabbit, 7, 11, 32
ragwort, 22
Rana temporaria, 9
Ranunculus, 18
rat, 31
Rattus norvegicus, 31
Ray Kurzweil, 35
red admiral, 20
red campion, 19
red deer, 6
red hot pokers, 19
red kite, 7
red-necked wallaby, 31
redstart, 16
reindeer lichen, 14, 24
Renée Askins, 1
Rhinanthus minor, 19
rhinoceros beetle, 12
Rhinolophidae, 20
rhododendron, 2, 19, 25
Rhododendron ponticum, 25
Richard Dawkins, 1
robberfly, 11
robin, 20
Robinia pseudoacacia, 19
roe deer, 6
royal splinter cranefly, 42
safety, iii, 21
Salix caprea, 18
Salix fragilis, 42
Salmo salar, 9
salmon, 9
Saturnia pyri, 12
Saxicola torquata, 16
Sciurus carolinensis, 31
Scot’s pine, 5
sedums, 19
selfheal, 19
Senecio jacobaea, 22
Sesia apiformis, 11
Sesia bembeciformis, 11
sessile oak, 4
Severn, 9
sheep, 34
shrew, 32
Silene dioica, 19

Silurus glanis, 9
Sitta europaea, 15
skink, 9
slow-worm, 8
small-leaved lime, 5
Smerinthus ocellatus, 22
smooth newt, 9
smooth snake, 9
snail, 26
snowdrop, 17
soil, 2, 3, 12, 14, 17, 26, 37
songbirds, 30
Sorbus, 19
Sorex araneus, 32
Sorex minutus, 32
sparrowhawk, 2
spotted flycatcher, 20
spraint, 33
squirrel, 31
stag beetle, 10, 42, 43
stickleback, 28
stoat, 33
stonechat, 16
Strix aluco, 7
sturgeon, 9
stylet, 27
sunflowers, 19
sunlight, 18, 35, 37, 39
Sus scrofa, 34
swallow, 20, 30
swan, 7
Talpa europaea, 32
tapeworms, 27
Tarentola mauritanica, 9
tawny owl, 7
terrapin, 9
thanatosis, 29
Tilia platyphyllos, 5
Tilia. cordata, 5
Timon lepidus, 9
toad, 9, 21
Tortula, 5
toxoplasmosis, 31, 32
Trachemys scripta, 9
tracheophytes, 39
traumatic insemination, 27
Tree Preservation Orders, 43
Triturus cristatus, 9
trophic pyramid, 38
tubeworms, 37
Tyria jacobaeae, 22
Ulmus glabra, 5
umbellifers, 19
Upupa epops, 17
Vanessa atalanta, 20
ventriculus, 30
Vespa crabro, 11
Vespertilionidae, 20
Vespula vulgaris, 21
veteran trees, 2, 5, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44
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Veteran trees, 41, 42
viola, 17
violet click beetle, 42
Vipera berus, 8
vole, 31
Vulpes vulpes, 33
vulture, 7
weasel, 33
wellingtonia, 4
western wood-vase hoverfly, 42
wheatear, 16
whip snake, 9
wild boar, 6, 31, 34

wild cherry, 5
William E Vaughan, 40
winter aconite, 17
winter heliotrope, 18
witch hazel, 17
wood anemone, 18
woodpecker, 15, 16
wych elm, 5
Xanthoria, 5
yarrow, 19
yellow iris, 19
yellow-rattle, 19
Zootoca vivipara, 8
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This eclectic collection of the wonders of green spaces,
especially those near or attached to residential areas, is
intended to amuse and stimulate readers and local residents
about green spaces and the fascinating natural history they
contain. The author hopes you will enjoy it as much as he did
writing it for you.
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